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Baruch departments renew
AACSB accreditation (p. 7)
The Association
to Advance Collegiate Schools
of Business decided to renew
accreditation
for both the
Zicklin School
of Business and
the Stan Ross Department of
Accountancy. Only 5 percent of
business schools worldwide are
AACSB-accredited.
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Finance program earns laurels
Zicklin’s finance major and graduates highly ranked in recent reports

FEATURES 15
Millenials postpone obligations of adulthood (p. 15)
Recent studies
conducted by
Pew Research
found that millenials put off
adult responsibilities like
securing a fulltime job, buying
a home and starting a family.
Because of this factor, they are
the generation that takes the longest to grow up.

ARTS & STYLE 16
Appropriate Behavior steeps
misery in comedy (p. 17)
Appropriate
Behavior, a
competitor at the
2014 Sundance
Film Festival,
follows the life of
a bisexual Iranian-American
woman living
in Brooklyn and struggling with
heartbreak. The film hit theaters
across the country on Jan. 16.

SCIENCE & TECH 18
E-reader use disrupts quality of users’ sleep (p. 18)
According to
research found
in a new study
from Pennsylvania State
University,
though reading before bed
may be a leisure
activity, the blue light emitted
by e-readers can actually disrupt
sleep patterns.

SPORTS 21
Baruch’s men’s basketball
team in total control (p. 21)
Baruch College’s men’s
basketball team
has been on a
tear as they have
ran off to a 12-4
record over the
winter break.
With the postseason quickly approaching, they
will look to lock up the top spot
over the coming weeks.
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Zicklin alumni have some of the highest representation at several top banks.
BY AMANDA ELSAYED
STAFF WRITER
College students want to feel
that they have made the right decision concerning which university they have chosen to attend.
In many cases, this information

cannot be realized until students
actually begin searching for jobs.
Whether or not they are successful in their job searches is typically what lets them know if their
choice was right. Of course, when
students are going through the
process of deciding on a college to

attend, the intended major along
with other factors such as tuition
prices, affects their decision immensely. Baruch College students
majoring in finance, the school’s
most prevalent major, have made
the right choice for their major.
Earlier this month, Baruch and
its finance program made headlines and topped multiple lists on
schools that firms hire the largest
number of employees from. These
lists are extremely influential as
the publicity can bring in more
potential students for the school.
They also help provide students
with a guideline of where to apply for careers upon graduation.
Naturally, everyone’s situation is
different, but these lists can give
undergraduates a sort of indicator of the likelihood of getting
hired as well.
Morgan Stanley has the highest percentage of Baruch alumni
among its employees. According
to Business Insider, the company
currently employs 482 Baruch
alumni, the largest number of
alumni from a single school in
Morgan Stanley’s workforce.
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USG Executive
VP resigns,
replacement to
be confirmed
BY NICOLE CLEMONS
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Baruch College senior Michael
Harris announced his resignation
from his position of executive vice
president of Baruch’s Undergraduate Student Government during
USG’s first winter senate meeting on Jan. 15. Harris publicized
his resignation on his personal
Facebook, writing, “Tonight, the
Undergraduate Student Government at Baruch College had our
first winter senate meeting, and
I had a special announcement to
make at the meeting: that as of tonight and due to unique circumstances, I am unable to continue
as executive vice president and
am therefore resigning.”
Harris has been a part of USG
for two years. In 2013, he was
elected as the vice president of
legislative affairs under the Rethink Baruch campaign. The following year, he became executive
vice president under the Next
Gen Baruch campaign.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

New Yorkers’ favorite sports reflect
their everyday experiences
BY REYNALDO CARRASCO
SPORTS EDITOR

N

ew York is a city of struggle and survival. Its citizens plod along
toward their destinations regardless of obstacles in their way.
Whether it is the inclement weather or savage wildlife, if a New
Yorker has a job to do, he/she will get it done. And contrary to popular belief, New Yorkers are willing to lend a hand when necessary; after
all, teamwork does, in fact, make the dream work. Perhaps that is what
makes New York such a great sports town; its citizens can easily relate to
athletes because their everyday lives mimic one another’s.
New Yorkers are competitive by nature. In a city as crowded as this
one, there is no room for slackers. Time is money and, in this city, people work at the speed of light to make sure they get their piece of the
pie. That reason alone explains why basketball has been the quintessential New York sport for so long. Basketball is about putting the ball
in the basket, plain and simple. However, the path the ball takes is what
makes it entertaining. Additionally, the personnel used to handle the
ball add an extra element of intrigue to the game.
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From Broadway to silver screen: A
journey that’s not always rewarding

Artists highlight political
issues in seminal works
BY HAI YU
STAFF WRITER

BY DAMLA BEK
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

M

aking the jump from
Broadway to the big
screen is no simple feat.
The film industry has yielded
countless movies based on stage
plays and musicals over the years;
however, some of these movies
are more lucrative and are received better than others.
For example, The Producers
was a hit both on the stage and
in theaters. It received critical acclaim for its wit and originality.
August: Osage County marks another successful stage-to-screen

transition, as the movie version
was nominated for various Academy awards. Hedwig and the Angry Inch, which recently returned
to Broadway with Michael C. Hall
in the titular role, is a cult classic.
In contrast, though Brighton
Beach Memoirs is a solid comingof-age play with a Brooklyn backdrop, the 1986 movie is hardly
memorable. In theory, the 2009
movie version of Nine should have
worked better on screen given its
abstract nature, but it was poorly
received by both critics and audiences in spite of its all-star cast.

olitics, religion, sex and social issues have always been the playgrounds of most artists. Art is about creating a lens into someone’s
reality, but it has become much more than a mirror held up to nature, instead acting as a platform to reach the public and cause a reaction. Today, the tide of activism and subversion in contemporary art has
become stronger. To many contemporary artists, their work is not just
about beauty, it is about function. They create socially relevant content
with aesthetic value. With an agenda, artists have become social critics
and engineers. Provocative contemporary art has become ideologically
free-floating. It is not confined to a territory or a medium, and it has become an inextricable part of artistic expression, residing within its production, distribution and reception.
One of the most provocative female photographers, Cindy Sherman,
is a pioneer in establishing photography as an art. Wielding her mighty
camera, Sherman uses herself as a vessel to wage war against our most
basic assumptions about identity and gender.
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News Briefs
COMPILED BY
SIVANNA SHUSTERMAN
A report compiled by various universities that conducted
a study to assess the effects of
reforms that eliminated mandatory minimum sentences for
the possession of small-scale
illegal drugs was released this
January. The results showed a
35 percent rise in the rate of diversion to treatment, which led
to a reduced rate of re-offense.
However, even though they led
to an overall positive outcome,
funding the treatments and
programs needed proved to
be very costly.
Since 1973, the Rockefeller
Drug Laws have mandated extended prison time for those
convicted of serious drug-related felonies. This law led to
large prison population and has
added to the racial inconsistencies that make up the criminal
system. In 2009, these laws were
replaced by reforms allowing
for people convicted of certain drug felonies to be eligible
for treatment rather than having to undergo a mandatory
prison sentence.
_________________________
Following a slowdown in arrests and ticket issues by the
NYPD, the department has
begun to pick up. During the
slowdown, the city lost approximately $5 million in revenue
compared to last year’s losses of
about $3 million. Realistically,
the losses could be well over the
estimated $5 million due to the
fact that it is impossible to know
the exact revenue lost from
speeding tickets, other violations and petty crimes.
Police Commissioner William Bratton has stated that the
city actually has saved money
due to the reduction in overtime
pay for officers. Even though
this is relatively not a huge loss
for the city, no one will know
what effect this will have on
the budget until final tallies
are recorded.
_________________________
After discussions on possible
2015 fare increases, the MTA
has resolved to raise the fare yet
again. The price to buy a MetroCard, rather than refilling one,
will go from $30 to $31. In turn,
the pay-per-ride fare will be
raised from $2.50 to $2.75. Despite the raise, this hike is half of
last year’s hike, which pleased
the MTA board members.
These are not the only changes to take effect, though. Single
ride tickets, weekly MetroCards,
monthly MetroCards, express
bus fare and seven-day express
bus MetroCards will also face
hikes in prices.
_________________________
With the spring semester
starting up, USG has planned
various events to help get students back into the swing of
things. There will be a handful
of different activities from Jan.
28 through Feb. 5. The semester
will start off with the “I’m Free to
Talk” event, which will give students an opportunity to chat, relax, have some coffee with their
peers. This will be followed by
“Casino Royale,” “Welcome to
Baruch,” “Mason Jar Monday”
and “Bearcat Rally” on the following weekdays. All of these
events give Baruch students a
chance to get to know their fellow underclassmen and have
some fun while adjusting to the
new semester.
_________________________
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Obama addresses his future plans for education
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
President Barack Obama has
recently announced a new program that would make it possible
for people of all ages to attend community college for free. With 40 percent of college students enrolled
in community colleges, this has a
potential to affect millions.
The
plan,
according
to
an article published in The
New York Times, “is bound
to be expensive.”
“[It] would be funded by the
federal government and participating states, but White House
officials declined to discuss how
much it would cost or how it would
be financed,” stated the article. The
federal government would cover
75 percent of the costs, while the
remainder would be paid by the
participating states.
Statistically, up to 9 million students would be covered under this plan. In order to
qualify, students would have to
maintain a GPA of 2.5 and what
White House officials described
as a “steady progress toward
completing the program.”
The program still needs to be
approved by Congress. As reported
by Reuters, the $60 billion price
tag is already making Republicans
skeptical about passing the program.
Since each state would have to
agree to participate, there is no estimate as to when the plan would
go into effect.
A major issue is that many community colleges already have a
waiting list and lack the funding to
expand their programs in order to
accommodate more students.
As of today, only Tennessee
and Chicago help its students pay
for their community college expenses. Tennessee’s so-called Ten-
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Obama’s new plan for free tuition was touched upon during his address.
nessee Promise, according to the
same Times article, “is designed as
a ‘last dollar’ scholarship, paying
only for tuition costs not covered
by other programs.”
The Chicago Star Scholarship was instead announced in
October 2014 and, according to
an article published in the Chicago Tribune, promises to cover
tuition, textbooks and other fees
related to education at the city’s
community colleges. The plan
goes effect for the fall 2015 semester, as it is said to cover students
with a 3.0 GPA.
Both programs require students
to first apply for state and federal
financial aid in order to be eligible,
unlike Obama’s plan which prom-

CUNY professor arrested
BY NICOLE CLEMONS
EDITOR IN CHIEF
CUNY has decided to terminate the teaching contract of
29-year-old adjunct professor
Eric Linsker following his arrest
last December. Linsker, an English professor at Baruch College
and Queens College, was charged
with assault in the second degree,
rioting in the first degree, criminal
possession of a weapon, resisting
arrest and unlawful possession of
marijuana while participating in
the Millions March NYC on Saturday, Dec. 13, in protest of the
the grand jury decision in the Eric
Garner case.
As protestors marched across
the Brooklyn Bridge, two New
York Police Department lieutenants of the Legal Bureau Department, Lieutenant Phillip Chan
and Lieutenant Patrick Sullivan,
stationed on the pedestrian walkway said they observed Linsker
attempting to throw a metal garbage can onto the roadway where
protestors and other officers
were walking.
When the officers attempted
to take Linsker into custody,
he allegedly resisted arrest violently. Video of the assault was
made public on YouTube. According to the NYPD, other protestors aggressively intervened,
assaulting the officers and leaving Chan with a broken nose.
Both officers were treated at the
New
York-Presbyterian/Lower
Manhattan Hospital.
The brawl allowed Linsker to
flee, but officers found a backpack
at the scene, which, according to
police, contained three hammers,
a black mask and a university
identification card. Police officers
then were able to track down and
arrest Linsker on Sunday, Dec. 14
who resides in Brooklyn.

According to The New York
Times, at Linsker’s arraignment
the assistant district attorney had
asked for Linsker’s bail to be set
at $25,000 stating that Linsker
was part of “an incredibly violent
event” and acted in agreement
with the protestor who attacked
the officers.
Judge Abraham Clott who presided over the arraignment stated
that he was unable to see how
Linsker was “responsible for what
other people were doing.”
A Facebook page titled “Fire
Eric Linsker NOW” has garnered
over 4,400 likes since Linsker’s
arrest. The page intends to “build
support for the termination of
this professional agitator who, at
public expense, imposes his lawless ideology on the minds of the
children of this city.”
In a statement released on Jan.
13, Baruch’s President Mitchell
Wallerstein stated, “Baruch College, as well as Queens College,
have now determined, after consultation with university administration and legal counsel, that it is
in the best interests of its students
to relieve Mr. Linsker of teaching duties and to reassign him to
academic support functions in the
English department.”
“Other faculty have been assigned to teach in Mr. Linsker’s
place. Mr. Linsker’s status as a
part-time lecturer will be reevaluated following the disposition of the criminal charges
against him.”
Five of the six protestors who
intervened in Linsker’s arrest have
come forward. The suspects were
charged with resisting arrest, obstructing governmental administration and rioting.
Linsker was released without bail after his arraignment
and is set to return to court
on March 23.

ises to pay the costs “up front.”
In an op-ed article Tom Hanks
highlighted another benefit of
Obama’s plan.
“I hope the idea sticks, because more veterans, from Iraq
and Afghanistan this time, as well
as another generation of mothers,
single parents and workers who
have been out of the job market,
need lower obstacles between now
and the next chapter of their lives,”
wrote Hanks.
He continued, “High school
graduates without the finances for
a higher education can postpone
taking on big loans and maybe
luck into the class that will redefine their life’s work. Many lives
will be changed.”

In his State of the Union address, Obama remained hopeful
about the plan, sharing more insight as to what his ambitions are
regarding this proposal.
Obama believes that college is a
way for people to achieve success.
In his speech, he frequently referenced a woman named Rebekah,
a middle class wife with two kids,
a mortgage, loans and childcare
costs.
He believes that making community college free would make
people’s lives, such as Rebekah’s,
much easier, because “too many
bright, striving Americans are
priced out of the education they
need.”
The Obama administration
already took steps to make community colleges more appealing
to the population. As Obama highlighted, “Thanks to Vice President
Biden’s great work to update our
job training system, we’re connecting community colleges with local
employers to train workers to fill
high-paying jobs like coding, and
nursing, and robotics.”
He also used the State of
the Union address to ask other major companies, like CVS
Health, to follow the example and provide students with
paid internships and other
educational opportunities.
“I want Americans to win the
race for the kinds of discoveries
that unleash new jobs—converting
sunlight into liquid fuel; creating
revolutionary prosthetics, so that
a veteran who gave his arms for his
country can play catch with his kid;
pushing out into the solar system
not just to visit, but to stay,” Obama
later said in his speech.
American youth can achieve
these goals through proper training and education, and making community college free
is a step forward.

SEEK receives $15K
grant from National Grid
BY SIVANNA SHUSTERMAN
STAFF WRITER
On Jan. 7, 2015, the National
Grid Foundation, a non-profit
organization that provides opportunities for educational and
environmental achievement, generously awarded $15,000 in grants
to Baruch College’s SEEK program. Since its inception in 1999,
the National Grid Foundation has
awarded over $15 million in grants
to countless organizations.
This grant will aid in funding
the Summer Experience hosted
by SEEK each year. SEEK was established in 1966 as a part of the
CUNY system. The mission of the
program is to essentially allow
low-income students who, due
to low SAT scores and low GPAs,
would not usually be admitted
into the CUNY programs. Today,
the SEEK program is working with
615 students, 157 of which are
transfer students.
When a student joins the program, their journey begins with
the Summer Experience. In July,
when the program begins, students admitted into the program
will come to get to know each other as well as become immersed in
the dynamic of the university. This
social immersion is paired with
academic coursework that will aid
the students in becoming wellequipped for the fall semester;
many students may even receive
college credit.
One of the most important
parts of the program is the immense support that the students
admitted into the program will
have access to. Students are provided with many resources that
they are able to utilize whenever
they need to help them adjust and
transition into college life. Wheth-

er it is an academic or social issue,
SEEK will be there to help.
SEEK provides an advisor for
each individual student that is
admitted into the program, as opposed to sharing an advisor like
all other Baruch students. This
advisor aids them in making important decisions on how to best
achieve the results they want out
of their time at Baruch, all the way
through graduation.
Freshmen seminars as well
as the freshmen community are
much like the seminars and communities of regular students. They
will be made up of other SEEK
students, led by counselors and
peer mentors who are successful
SEEK students. They will also take
classes with most of the people
in their freshmen seminar, just as
non-SEEK students do.
The program also takes care
of any assistance a student may
need from registering for classes
to purchasing a graphic calculator. SEEK students have access
to specific classes that are designated for SEEK students alone.
Other Baruch students will not
have access to these courses
without permission.
Students will also meet with
a tutor every week that will assist
them in their academics. SEEK
students are aided through every
step of the college process to make
sure that they excel in whatever
they may choose to study.
Grants, such as the one awarded by the National Grid Foundation, will help keep the program
going and will allow it to expand
to even more students, so as to
build an even bigger community,
where everyone has the ability to
obtain a college degree no matter
what their academic or economic
status may be.
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Harris’ departure leaves empty seat
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“It has been a tremendous
experience to say the least. Having the opportunity work with so
many different people and help
to lead a team is truly special,”
said Harris. “I have learned and
grown so much as a person and
made great friends with like minds
in the process.”
As executive vice president,
Harris was in charge of making sure
the senate ran smoothly, as well as
planning and following up with
senators on upcoming projects at
the weekly USG meetings. He also
worked closely with USG President
Connor Levens in voicing student
opinions to administration.
“I helped to build relationships
with various administrators and offices at Baruch College and CUNY
to make sure that the student’s
voice was heard in college-wide
governance, from faculty-senate
meetings to meetings with the
president of the college,” said Harris in an email interview with The
Ticker. “Not every student knows
about the college’s budget cuts,
that there is a governance plan for
the college, etc., so I helped to inform my peers about this.”
Harris also helped to establish
new committees in USG such as
the Community Outreach committee and the Constitution Review committee, and conducted the process for open senate
seat elections.
“I really tried to establish common ground and positive, productive dialogue among the people
I worked with, whether that was
an administrator, a senator, a club
leader, or a Baruch student who
didn’t know what USG was and
now knows that we are his or her
representation and what we do to
represent you,” said Harris.
Levens’ relationship with Har-

CUNY IBM competition
announces winners
BY MARY PAULINE POKORADI
NEWS EDITOR

CALVIN RONG | THE TICKER

After serving a semester as USG’s EVP, Michael Harris stepped down from his seat.
ris began when they ran together
on the Rethink campaign.
“Once in office, we shared similar opinions on conversations that
took place during senate meetings,” said Levens. “I think this was
one of the main reasons we ever
started discussing running last
winter [2013].
In his role as executive vice
president of USG, Levens said
Harris worked efficiently and adjusted well to each challenge he
came across.
“Being the EVP of the USG is
a job that requires you to wear
many hats of all shapes and sizes,”
said Levens. “Michael somehow
managed to make each one fit
perfectly, making all of the necessary adjustments, to accomplish everything that the Senate,
the Executive Board, and myself,

wished to accomplish.”
Though Harris said he will not
be involved with USG moving forward, he is taking part in finding
his replacement.
During USG’s final winter meeting on Jan. 22, Senators Daniel
Dornbaum and Anastasia Sourbis
were announced as candidates for
the executive board seat. The USG
executive board will nominate and
approve by majority vote a replacement executive vice president at
their first meeting of the spring semester on Tuesday, Feb. 3.
“I owe a lot to my team who
were able to execute on so many
occasions in this past semester. I cannot take credit for anything without them. To see others take initiative on things that
you care about is truly special,”
said Harris.

The three winning teams of the
CUNY IBM Watson Case Competition were announced on Jan. 15.
Over four months, the teams were
challenged to find a creative yet
resourceful way to use Watson’s
mass data processing capabilities
to design an app.
Initially, 254 students from
18 campuses joined but only 117
were selected to attend a rigorous
two-day boot camp at the Intrepid
Sea, Air and Space Museum. During boot camp, the remaining
teams met with IBM mentors, as
well as other advisors and experts,
for guidance. The 10 finalists were
announced on Dec. 15, allowing
the teams a month to prepare for
their final presentations.
Coming out on top of the competition was Watson Licensed
Master Social Worker, designed
by Nekita Singh, Kimberly Sy and
Lizeth Mejia to potentially make
the jobs of social workers less tedious and stressful. The trio’s app
would have in-depth reports of
abuse cases at the disposal of social workers allowing for an easier
and faster way to analyze patterns
of abuse with their clients. Using
this app, social workers would
spend less time searching through
files and case reports.
Of the finalists, the first-place
team was the most academically
diverse, with Mejia majoring in accounting and economics, Singh in
urban and women’s studies and Sy
in biology. The trio won $5,000.
SmartCall, which was conceptualized by Saad Abbasi, Qasim Ashraf, Hassan Naeem and
Owais Naeem, took second place
and received $3,000. The call ser-

vice-centric app would be used
to establish a more efficient 311
system by employing Watsons’
language recognition to spot
odd trends in service calls to the
same area and find a solution for
recurring issue.
The team behind SmartCall includes two freshmen, Abbasi and
Hassan Naeem. Abbasi is an economics major at John Jay College
and Naeem is a computer science
major at Queens College. Ashraf
and Owais study mathematics and
computer engineering, respectively, at City College.
Rounding off the top three was
an automated advisor app called
Advyzer that is intended to facilitate a college counselor’s job by
selecting courses and designing
schedules that would work best
with a student. While choosing
classes, the app would factor in the
specific student’s learning preferences, graduation requirements,
majors and goals.
Marcus Cooper, Brian Gonzalez, Michael Gusman and Gabriel Malonado received $2,000
for their analytical academic aide.
Maldonado is currently a computer science major at Hunter
College. Cooper and Gonzalez study international marketing at Baruch and Gusman s
tudies marketing.
Though only the top three
teams won cash prizes, all students who participated in the
case competition will be eligible
to work in Baruch’s incubator and
intern over the summer at CUNY’s
Center for Student Entrepreneurship. This summer program
aims to assist university students
with starting their own businesses and to provide support for
their endeavors.
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Opinions
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Free community college will
have same issues as Pathways
Paying for higher education is a legitimate concern. In order to
curb student debt and generate a better educated workforce, President
Barack Obama recently proposed and then restated in his State of the
Union address that community colleges—schools that offer two-year
degrees—should proffer free tuition.
This would be an incremental improvement to the state of U.S. student debt. After all, the student debt situation, or “bubble” as it is often
referred to, forebodes a financially scant future. In 2012, 71 percent of
all students graduating from four-year colleges had student loan debt,
and the average debt incurred by graduating seniors was $29,400. For
the 66 percent of students graduating from public, four-year colleges
with debt in 2012, the average amount owed was $25,550, a 25 percent
increase from 2008.
Obama’s proposition would, of course, benefit students, including
those in the CUNY system, but eliminating tuition for community college is a beneficial step, not the leap into educational and financial bliss
that some like to believe.
Yes, there is projected growth in jobs that require at least an associate degree, as Obama pointed out (though “at least” asterisks his argument). Yes, adults looking to continue their education would be free of
the economic burden to do so. And yes, students could pursue a bachelor’s degree, theoretically cutting the cost in half.
But transfer students quickly learn that credits seem to be nontransferable from one institution to another, and if capitalizing on free community college means an extra semester or more in pursuit of a bachelor’s degree, then what is the opportunity cost? A student could be in
the workforce, already working to pay back education loans.
Within CUNY, Pathways, though contested by numerous faculty
members and students, has done a lot for university students looking to
transfer within the university without losing credits, and the discussion
about the president’s proposal will head in the direction of what the
CUNY community argued about Pathways.
Surely, total credit transfer is idyllic, but does that mean a bachelor’s
degree from a more prestigious school is devalued by credit standards
of a lesser institution? But if the credits do not transfer, then the free
community college is not of much use to students in pursuit of a bachelor’s degree.
Obama’s proposal, if realized, would do some good for the education
system, and in its current state, it at the very least creates a discursive
environment about restructuring higher education. But before the plan
comes to fruition, there are some legitimate issues to be addressed.

New semester needs our daily focus
As one year ends and another begins, a tidal wave of New Year resolutions crashes the shores of social media, mostly with the hashtag
“newyearnewme.” Fitness centers see an influx of new members, and
ideas of self-improvement and betterment fill our minds. As swiftly as
this annual, heady wave bombards our feeds, it subsides. The realization for the majority is that New Year resolutions are ephemeral, but for
a dedicated few, they are the start to a better year.
Tributary to this raging river of bright ideas are the glorious notions
students have for the start of the new semester. We all expect our best
semester yet, often neglecting the rudimentary adjustments we must
make to our everyday habits, which would, of course, actually pave the
way to a successful semester.
So, let’s focus on making our day-to-day lives healthier. If that means
something as simple as getting enough sleep or eating breakfast, then
so be it. Perhaps the most elusive new semester goal is working with
foresight. Plan ahead and midterms will not seem like such a rush.
Whatever our grandiose ideas are for the semester, we must remember to start with daily improvements that will multiplicatively equal a
successful semester. Cheers to the new semester.
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Banning Snapchat is not the answer

I

n the wake of the terror attacks
in Paris, governments and security forces around the world
have begun increasing safety measures in order to ensure that such a
tragedy does not occur again. The
assault on Charlie Hebdo has been
condemned around the world as an
attack on free speech. In response
to this act of aggression, U.K. Prime
Minister David Cameron wants to
fight back with his own attack on
free speech.
In a recent campaign speech
delivered in Nottingham, England,
Cameron went on record saying,
“If I’m prime minister I will make
sure it is a comprehensive piece of
legislation that makes sure that we
do not allow terrorists safe space to
communicate with each other.”
Cameron went on to say, “Are
we going to allow a means of communication where it simply isn’t
possible to read. My answer to that
question is, ‘No we must not.’”
One of the main offenders of
Cameron’s proposed policy would
be Snapchat, a mobile app that allows users to send photos that are
visible only momentarily. While
Cameron would try and have you
believe that monitoring your selfies is a matter of national security,
all this really seems to be is a very
thinly veiled and downright offensive public relations maneuver.
The following Sunday after the
attack, Cameron was one of dozens
of world leaders to attend a historic
march in Paris to commemorate
the lives lost and to celebrate the
ideas of free speech and tolerance.

While the march in Paris was a
great show of solidarity, it is downright hypocritical and disgraceful
to then turn around and suggest
that the problem lies with your
own people and that a nanny state
is needed.
Applications like Snapchat and
iMessage are simply the latest targets for politicians who are wishing
to extend their field of vision. Many
people have shown discomfort and
aversion to the idea that their government is keeping tabs on them.
Most recently this was shown
with Apple’s iOS8 data encryption,
which makes it nearly impossible
for either Apple or law enforcement
to access your personal data. Even
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerburg
has spoken out against unwarranted government surveillance, stating on his Facebook page: “When
our engineers work tirelessly to
improve security, we imagine we’re
protecting you against criminals,
not our own government.”
So with such an outcry from
both citizens and corporations,
why do politicians like Cameron
still insist on trying to push through
intrusive surveillance policies?
Citizens should not be treated
like criminals and mistrusted by
their own governments.
Even worse, it should not be
done in the guise of protecting
them from supposed threats. Politicians such as Cameron seem to
be out of touch when it comes to
the Internet and how it works. A
venture to buckle down on private
messaging further could not only

erode the trust and confidence
that many feel in their government
but also potentially bring harmful economic consequences to
the tech industry. Companies like
Google and AT&T took huge losses
when they were implicated in the
Snowden leaks, and cloud-based
services are still seen as sketchy by
many consumers.
So how likely is it that a halfbaked idea like this would ever
come to America? President Barack
Obama recently suggested that he
is not completely opposed to the
idea of law enforcement having
some access to private data: “If we
find evidence of a terrorist plot …
and despite having a phone number, despite having a social media
address or email address, we can’t
penetrate that, that’s a problem.”
In this scenario, the government would have backdoors to
your data that would only be used
for emergencies.
However, how confident could
one be that that would stay the
intended purpose, or that even
worse, that these backdoors would
not be exploited by hackers?
The idea of giving up personal
liberties and privacy in exchange
for safety is not a new concept, and
with the recent interest in cyber security, it is not a debate that will be
going away any time soon. Unfortunately, this seems just like a kneejerk reaction to the events in Paris
rather than an actual solution.
-Gabriel Marrero
Corporate Communication ’16
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tudents could spend their
summers lounging in the
Bahamas or working at a
full-time internship, learning vital
skills for their future jobs. Internships provide means to gain valuable skills and serve students well
to advance their learning in a field.
Not to mention, an internship is the
first step to landing a “real job.” Students who participate in an internship program benefit from another
line on their resumes, new connections, and most importantly, learn
if they really want to pursue a career in a particular industry.
Furthermore, another plus to
doing an internship—you might
get credit for it. In fact, some departments at Baruch College, such
as journalism and corporate communication, mandate that students
complete internships in order
to graduate.
The New York Times reported
that the internship culture has
drastically changed: “A survey by
the National Association of Col-

leges and Employers in 2008 found
that 50 percent of graduating students had held internships.” With
all of these students landing internships, employers can and will
be more selective in their hiring
processes. Having an internship is
becoming a necessity.
Students should start looking
for internships as soon as possible.
They should be applying to at least
30 different companies, and if they
have absolutely no working experience at all, they do not have the
luxury of being selective to where
they apply.
In regards to salary, paid internships are obviously ideal, but
students should be aware that they
are participating in an internship
program primarily for the experience. Sure, it is nice to get paid, but
learning substantive skills that will
pave the way to a career is more important at this juncture.
Baruch students should take advantage of STARR, which advertises
many internships ranging from

the typical finance internship to
opportunities for political science
majors. But students, of course,
cannot limit their internship hunts
to only STARR, There’s also Findspark, Indeed, Linkedin, Monster
and many more internship search
websites out there.
Baruch students should also
realize that student clubs at the
college host an array of networking events where they invite speakers from well-known companies.
Most of these events are free to
students, and they are the perfect
way to network and meet someone
who could help you land an internship. Finally, Baruch’s different departments will probably advertise
internship opportunities within
their offices.
It is never too late to start looking for an internship, but it is likely
you will not get the job you want if
you never complete an internship.
-Kevin Young
Corporate Communication ’16
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Welcome Week builds
to Battle of Lexington
FRONT&CENTER

CONNOR LEVENS

A

t the end of the Fall semester, the Office of Student
Life had a list of things
for all to do during winter break.
Some of those things included
sleeping in and eating junk food. If
you managed to check off some of
those items on that list, then welcome back and Happy New Year!
Similar to what we discussed
in this column at the beginning
of last semester, USG would like
to tell you what lies ahead for the
next week and a half and throughout Welcome Week. Our goal from
now until Feb. 5 is to use each of
the five events outlined below as
preparation for Baruch’s Battle
of Lexington: the popular pep
rally started 10 years ago by Dr.
Ben Corpus.
First, on Jan. 28, members of
the USG will be walking about the
college to help people get to wherever it is they need to be. This is
not just an event for the incoming
transfer students. This is also an
event for the junior who finds out
she has a class in VC 4-211 and has
no idea where it is. (Seriously, it is
a really hard room to find.)
Also on Jan. 28, there will be
couches in the second floor lobby
along with refreshments and a coffee and espresso bar for everyone
to grab a quick jolt.

On Jan. 29, the Baruch’s Transfer Student Organization (TSO)
will be holding its popular Welcome Back Party in the Main Gym
at 12:30 p.m. Later that evening,
the USG will be hosting its Casino
Royale event in the Multipurpose
Room at 6 p.m. where the atmosphere will mimic that of Las Vegas—minus the warm weather. At
this event, you will find faux-USG
money, and you will have the opportunity to gamble it all away.
Refreshments, including alcoholic
beverages, will be served.
Monday at Baruch is Mason Jar
Monday. Held in the second floor
lobby, there is going to be tables
full of candy and empty mason jars.
Your task is to pick up a jar and collect as much candy as you can.
Feb. 3 will be the USG’s Vegas
event where students will have the
opportunity to engage in Casino
Royale, Part II. At this event, we
are going to serve refreshments
alongside some exciting games in
second floor lobby area.
Finally, we will end the week
with the Bearcat Rally in the second floor lobby at 12:30 p.m. leading up to the Battle of Lexington
in the Main Gym at 7 p.m. This
semester, we are using the Bearcat
Rally as a pre-pep rally for the evening, and all I can say is two words:
free T-shirts.
We hope that this column helps
guide you through the upcoming
series of events! As always, if you
are interested in learning more
about USG or you would like to
hear our thoughts on something
for our next column, please reach
out to us.
Connor Levens is the president of
Baruch USG. He may be reached at
connor.levens@usgbaruch.com.

Obama boasts ‘turned page’ in US
THE POLITICKER

MICHAEL ROACH

B

eginning his seventh year
in office, President Barack
Obama delivered his State
of the Union address to a joint session of Congress and to the American people on Jan. 20.
The president’s speech made
heavy use of narrative imagery in order to connect with the
average American.
One narrative device used in
the beginning of the president’s
address was “turn[ing] the page.”
“We are 15 years into this new century. Fifteen years that dawned
with terror touching our shores;
that unfolded with a new generation fighting two long and costly
wars; that saw a vicious recession
spread across our nation and the
world. It has been, and still is, a
hard time for many. But tonight,
we turn the page.”
Taking the page as a symbolic
metaphor for the nation’s history, in what aspects indeed, then,
does the year 2014 mark a shift in
the American political consciousness to the likes of Roosevelt’s
address in 1942 and Reagan’s
in 1981?
As Obama made his way up to
the House of Representatives podium, he knew that 2014 saw the
creation of 3 million new jobs, an
unemployment rate of 5.6 percent, huge strides in deficit reduction, the stock exchange that has

never been higher, and despite
years of derision, the Affordable
Care Act that seems to be effective with enrollment up around
the country.
Regardless of the midterm defeat handed to the Democrats, the
president went into the address
with a factor that was previously
nonexistent during his presidency:
a strong economy. And he used
this to his advantage.
With this now a factor, the
president was able to make a series of more aggressive, if not
naive, proposals to the nation,
as well as go on a victory tour of
his accomplishments, much to
the ire of the new Republican
congressional majority.
Smiling, full of energy and
wit, and at one time even winking, Obama’s tone and manner
reflected the popular image gaining traction of the president who
has nothing to lose and thus fights
for new liberal proposals, most of
which were benched after the partisan throes of his early presidency
derailed his ambitious campaign
hopes in 2008.
Right off the bat in his address,
Obama highlighted the success of
the Affordable Care Act, the failure
of the wars of Iraq and Afghanistan, mocked stereotypically Republican issues such as climate denial, the Keystone XL pipeline and
the protection of the wealthy—or
the proclaimed job creators—over
the middle class.
A jovial and staggeringly confident Obama could not be stopped;
even at a moment in which the
president’s comment, “I have no
more campaigns to run,” was met
with Republican claps and cheering, the nonchalant Obama coolly
replied, “I know because I won
both of them,” which subsequently
was met with Democratic cheers
and Republican silence.

Regarding the president’s proposals, there does not seem to be
much deviation from the agenda
laid out in his previous address,
especially regarding reforming the
tax code to cut loopholes. There
were a few notable exceptions.
Notoriously liberal concepts
such as free child care, free community college and the beginnings
of what looks like addressing the
socioeconomic inequality problems that have been cited in America over the past few years, gave the
address a tone that David Brooks at
The New York Times described as
“very European.”
Overall, most of the speech
defied Republicans and served
as a rallying call for Democrats,
but some proposals, including the call for authorization
for use of force against the Islamic State, were met with a
tepid response from both sides
of Congress.
Despite the boastful nature of
Obama during the address, one
moment stood apart from the
whole of the speech.
Appealing to the skeptics of
Washington’s sincerity or ability to
deliver on promises to the middle
class, Obama made an unusual
and perceivably naive appeal to his
fellow politicians.
“Many of you have told me
that this isn’t what you signed up
for—arguing past each other on
cable shows, the constant fundraising … Imagine if we broke out
of these tired old patterns. Imagine if we did something different,”
said Obama.
Although it was a head-hanging
moment for both sides, in political
reality, Obama’s appeal probably
fell on deaf ears, which is an outcome he probably expected.
Despite his plea and oratorial confidence, on goes the grind
of politics.

US views Paris attacks through own lens De Blasio’s lousy first year

T

he trigger that sent 3.7
million people marching
across France in solidarity
against terrorism on Jan. 11 was
the slaughter of 12 members of the
satirical weekly Charlie Hebdo, the
killing of four at Hyper Cacher and
the murder of a wounded Muslim
policeman in broad daylight two
days earlier.
In Paris alone, 1.3 million
people marched silently, carrying signs that read “Je suis Charlie,” decrying the assassinations
and, more importantly, defending freedom of press and thought.
It is worth noting that thousands of French Muslims joined
the march.
These acts of “virtuous violence” were executed by a politically motivated, homegrown
Butte-Chaumont terrorist cell that
had been driven over the edge, fueled by the zeal to punish Charlie
Hebdo (and the Zionists) for lampooning the Prophet Mohammed:
a correction that France will not
forget and one allegedly financed
by al-Qaida.
Clearly, the massive response
in the streets of France and elsewhere around the world affirmed
the revolutionary and Enlightened
tradition of free speech enshrined
in the Declaration of the Rights of
Man and the Citizen, the Press Law
of 1881 and the European Convention on Human Rights.
Guarantees of freedom of the
press are subject to several exceptions—hatred toward people because of gender or disability, for
example—and prohibit any racist, anti-Semitic or xenophobic
activities.
France has a long tradition
of satire and irony, expressed in
caricature and writing. As Adam
Gopnik pointed out in The New
Yorker, it is an old tradition begun
by Honore Daumier under the

reign of Louis-Philippe .
France has two well-known
satirical weeklies: Le Canard
Enchainé, that is strong in investigative journalism and leaks
from within the French establishment, and Charlie Hebdo, a more
irreverent publication.
Charlie Hebdo, fiercely antiracist, targets the extreme right, organized religion, politics and culture in a manner that the Englishspeaking world can find in Swiftian
satire. The weekly excels in holding
up a mirror of ridicule, shortcomings and puffery.
As Gopnik noted, “It is a satirical journal of a kind these days
found almost alone in France … it
kept alive the nineteenth-century
style of … extremely outrageous
caricature.”
Charlie Hebdo’s offices were
fire-bombed in 2011 for publishing controversial cartoons of the
Prophet Muhammad. It was exonerated in French courts for its provocative mocking tones.
America’s talking heads took
to clucking about the paper’s insensitivity in displaying satirical
drawings of the prophet. They, it
seemed, waxed superior by not
printing them, even though the
United States’ treatment of its own
Muslims leaves a great deal to
be desired.
None, in truth, showed any understanding of French culture, let
alone the strict policy of laicite or
secularity: a long tradition whereby there is an absence of religious
involvement in government as well
as government involvement in religion. In other words, religion is
a private matter, and in the public
sphere, all citizens are equal, without a label of religion or ethnicity.
It harks back to the revolution
when everyone was simply Citoyen
un tel.
This idea of citizenship is for-

eign to, say Americans, who proclaim a belief of God and define
themselves ethnically or racially.
Contrast this to France, as Lucie Morillon, program director
for Reporters Without Borders,
explained on Democracy Now:
“There’s a difference between
criticizing religion and going after
people, criticizing Muslims, Jews
and so on.
The last time Charlie Hebdo
was sued, they won this case. So it
means that … under French law, it
was fine, and even under international standards, what they were
doing was really freedom of expression. The last thing we should
do is to resort to self-censorship.”
Although we have freedom of
the press, no major media outlet
dared publish the cartoons, less
out of feelings for others than of
fear and self-censorship.
The one exception is Harper’s,
which printed excerpts from Rushie’s The Satanic Verses and the cartoons of the Prophet Mohammad
that first appeared in the Danish
Jyllands-Posten.
The Washington Post’s Eugene
Robinson in his op-ed thought
his paper’s decision to withhold
the cartoons was a disservice to
Americans; they had no reference
to make an informed decision on
their own, he felt.
But the American tradition is
different, and although they stand
with Charlie Hebdo, they have
turned national discourse into
spectacle, in a time of growing government crackdown on the press
and 13 years after 9/11 and failed
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
I shall leave the final word to
the adage, “I disprove of what you
say, but I will defend to the death
your right to say it.”
-Robert Cambria
Journalism

T

hree strikes and you’re out!
In January 2014, as Mayor
Bill de Blasio was inaugurated, he began to spin the wheel of
misfortune. He has not exactly had
what one would call a successful
first year in office. He has, however, successfully ticked off everyone
from the New York City Police Department to the weatherman.
In February, he did not close
schools during one of the many
snowstorms that hit the East Coast.
Weatherman Al Roker published a
few angry tweets calling de Blasio
out on “goofball policies” and putting children’s lives in danger. Not
the best start to his first term.
In March, there were talks of a
new affordable housing plan. In
May, de Blasio announced the details, which would entail building
new affordable housing units for
thousands of low-income Americans, stretching from Brooklyn to
the Harlem River. The cost is on
the loftier side. With $2.9 billion
saved up in federal money, and
an estimated $30 billion to be collected in private funds, the entire
project may cost upwards of $41.1
billion dollars over 10 years when
all is said and done.
The city money will also fund
initiatives, for example, making
sure that landlords maintain rent
regulations on their apartments.
Yet housing experts report a crucial downside; this plan could reduce or eliminate profits, dissuading developers from jumping on
the bandwagon. Looks like if de
Blasio wants this done, he might
have to grab a tool belt and a hammer and build these units himself.
But on Jan. 16, 2015, de Blasio
announced that the city had financed the plan to build 17,300
housing units for families whose
annual income is $67,000 or less.
At least he followed through with
one item that did not result in pro-

test or calls for his resignation.
In October 2014, de Blasio went
back to basics. Amid constant protests on New York City streets,
people getting arrested, and civilian-police tension, he was worried
about reviving the Bloomberg-era
policy that would ban consumers
from purchasing an extra-large
soda. Good to know he had his
priorities straight.
Growing tension between
people and police is the topic that
has been on everybody’s mind
for weeks since the shootings
of NYPD officers Rafael Ramos
and Wenjian Liu. The shooting
took place on Dec. 20, 2014, on a
Brooklyn street while these two
officers were inside a patrol car. It
was a tragic moment, and according to NYPD’s Police Benevolent
Association union leader Patrick
Lynch, de Blasio is to blame. Lynch
claimed the blood of the police officers is on the mayor’s hands.
NYPD officers turned their
backs on de Blasio, not once but
twice, in order to convey the message that they feel betrayed by the
mayor. The first time was at the
hospital where the two officers
died and the second was at Ramos’
funeral. Notably, fewer officers
turned their backs on de Blasio at
Liu’s funeral.
The PBA is currently attempting to oust de Blasio. It even went
so far as to circulate a petition calling for his removal from office and
received 34,000 signatures. These
union members are not the only
ones who aren’t happy.
Overall, de Blasio gets a “D”
for his first year in office. With
tensions in New York City only
increasing, the possibility of this
grade improving for his second
year does not seem likely.
-Sivanna Shusterman
Pol. Sci. and Journalism ’18
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AACSB renews accreditation for Zicklin and accountancy dept

CALVIN RONG I THE TICKER

Zicklin is one of 182 schools to be accredited in business and accounting.
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO
STAFF WRITER

Last December, Baruch College
announced that both the Zicklin
School of Business and the Stan
Ross Department of Accountancy
received a renewal in their accreditation from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.
“We are honored to be a member of the elite group of schools
that have the distinction of AACSB
accreditation in both business and
accounting,” said H. Fenwick Huss,
Willem Kooyker Dean of Zicklin
School of Business.
“It took countless hours and
arduous effort on the part of our
faculty and staff to ensure that our
curriculum meets the standards

and is continually enhanced and
improved throughout our business
programs.”
Zicklin is now the largest
AACSB-accredited school in the
country.
Only 5 percent of schools worldwide are accredited by the AACSB,
and Zicklin has the distinction of
being one of only 182 schools that
has both business and accounting
accreditation.
AACSB International is a global,
nonprofit membership organization that, according to its mission
statement, “advances quality management education worldwide
through accreditation, thought
leadership, and value-added services.”
The association offers a variety
of different services and tools for

its educational members including
accreditation for undergraduate,
graduate and doctorate degree programs in business and accounting.
There are over 1,300 schools
that are members of the AACSB.
Membership is much easier to receive than accreditation. All those
accredited are members. According to the AACSB, it established its
first standards for degree programs
in business administration in 1919.
AACSB adopted additional
standards for undergraduate and
graduate degree programs in accountancy in 1980 to address the
special needs of the accounting
profession.
“The AACSB upholds standards
that institutions must meet in order
to be accredited. AACSB regularly
reviews its accreditation standards
and processes for opportunities to
improve relevance, maintain currency and increase value,” according to the AACSB.
At an international conference,
AACSB members unanimously
approved the 2013 Accreditation
Standards for business and accounting.
These standards were met by
Baruch’s school of business and
accounting department. Certain
standards were not only met but
surpassed.
According to a Zicklin media
release, a percent of faculty must
be academically qualified, holding
a doctoral degree in their discipline
and remaining active in industry
research, while adjunct professors
must be “professionally qualified,”
or regularly partake in professional

development and engagement opportunities, have at least five years
of non-entry level professional experience, and a master’s degree.
In both areas, Zicklin faculty have
surpassed AACSB standards this
review term.
The accreditation process itself
is by no means simple. First, an institution must be a member to apply for accreditation by the AACSB.
If it is, it may submit an initial eligibility application to demonstrate
an interest in the AACSB Accreditation Process.
A school that wishes to have its
accounting accreditation must apply either after or at the same time
as its business accreditation. After an initial review by a member
of the accreditation staff, the application is passed on to an Initial
Accreditation Committee (IAC) for
consideration.
If the application passes, a volunteer business school administrator, such as a dean, is assigned as a
mentor to the applicant school to
aid and give guidance in an Initial
Self Evaluation Report (ISER).
AACSB noted that the mentor is
chosen to avoid any conflict of interest. Simultaneously, an AACSB
accreditation staff liaison is assigned to the applicant school, and
acts as the link between the school
and the AACSB, answering any
questions the school may have and
representing the AACSB Accreditation Department.
The mentor works alongside
staff from the school and helps with
the report, making sure that the
school has potential to achieve ac-

creditation standards. The school
uses the iSER to evaluate its own
alignment with 15 AACSB standards (or nine accounting standards).
The school must judge how well
it currently meets standards, and
when standards are not met, what
steps it must take to meet those
standards, what staff will be in
charge of major changes, and what
recourses are available to make the
changes. For this, a gap analysis is
used.
The IAC reviews the iSER, and
if it passes without further changes
recommended or required, a final
self-evaluation report is sent to the
school and is reviewed by a peer review team.
This team visits the school and
fills out a final report that will state
whether or not the school is recommended for accreditation. If it is
recommended, the IAC must concur before accreditation is ratified
by the AACSB Board of Directors.
Zicklin, upon reception of its accreditation in 1933, has been subject to reevaluation every five years
in accordance with accreditation
rules and has filled out a self-report
every year.
These reports provide a strategy for evaluation on a yearly basis.
“We call it ‘closing the loop’,” said
Myung-Soo Lee, associate dean of
academic affairs in Zicklin.
“Through the AACSB review
process, we identify problem areas
and take corrective action. Then
we begin assessment again, until
we’re sure students are meeting our
learning goals.”

While Americans save, sinking gas prices threaten global economy
BY PATRICK MURPHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baruch College students who
drive may notice that they are paying a lot less to fill their tanks at the
gas station. In the past few months,
the price of crude oil has been
dropping across the world to nearly
half of what it cost over a year ago.
Consumers in the United States
do not mind this significant decrease as the savings allows them
to buy more goods and services.
The average price for a gallon
of regular gas in New York is now
around $2.55, about $1.10 less than
it was a year ago.
It can seem unreal to local residents who normally have to spend
significantly more to fuel their cars
and heat their homes. Moody’s estimates these new prices can save
$1.4 trillion for consumers in the
northeastern states.
With more disposable income,
consumer spending is expected to
increase. It seems that this is happening at the right time, as the
United States is moving further
away from the recession and experiencing resurgence in the economy.
While this can be a blessing to
consumers in the United States,
it is seen as a tragedy to investors.
Some of the nation’s largest oil
drillers are being forced to cut as
much as 20 percent of their capital
spending budgets and are laying off
thousands of employees in order to
maintain target profits and growth.
Companies that have employed
more in regions such as North Dakota and Texas to take advantage of
the shale oil boom are now looking
to refrain from spending on more
wells, stunting growth.
Nations across the world are
taking a hit as well. Countries such
as Russia have less diversified
economies and depend on the oil
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Between a shale oil boom and OPEC’s refusal to cut back on drilling, gas prices and the oil industry are plummeting.
proceeds. Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia built most of its
economy on oil, as did many of the
region’s wealthiest individuals.
In the Putin era, Russia was able
to threaten Europe by withholding
the flow of petrol into other countries. Now, they are falling mercy to
the black gold themselves.
With decreasing oil prices, the
value of the ruble to the U.S. dollar
has shrunk by as much as 46 percent in the last few months, making
imports very expensive.
It is getting to the point at which
the Russian parliament is scram-

bling for ideas to develop a stronger
domestic private sector.
Recently, Putin suggested a Russian Homestead Act that will allow
citizens to relocate to the Far East
and take advantage of free land for
frontier development and infrastructure.
Many of the wealthy Russian
“oligarchs” are seeing their net
worth shrink. Mikhail Prokhorov
is even looking to sell the Brooklyn Nets, which some say may be a
means of recovering his losses.
Other countries developed welfare states from their oil riches but

are struggling to maintain them. In
the Middle East, up to 90 percent of
GDP comes from nationalized oil
companies.
The social programs instated in
the Arab region are under threat
of being cut as the revenues fail to
match budget needs. Venezuela is
being forced to cut back on exports
via Petrocaribe, which allows Caribbean nations to purchase fuel
under affordable payment plans.
If Petrocaribe is forced to pull
out, governments in the Caribbean
may have to cut back on their own
social programs such as free lunch-

es for students and road maintenance.
Countries like Angola, which
have authoritarian leaders, are
afraid of losing their power, as the
profits from oil helped them pay favors to other officials and subsidize
wages in the public sector.
While the price of oil can be
explained by the increased supply and decreased demand, Bolivian president Evo Morales, thinks
the entire situation is a conspiracy
by the United States to punish the
Russians.
As of late, the United States has
been imposing sanctions against
the Russians for occupying and annexing Crimea.
The United States has reduced
oil imports to their lowest levels
since 2000. With the discovery
of shale formations in Texas and
North Dakota in the late 2000s, U.S.
oil production via fracking has increased and brought new developments in various states.
Domestic pumping in the United States is at its fastest pace in 30
years. Yet OPEC does not want to
slow down its own drilling. As a result, the overflow of oil in the world
is forcing prices to stay low across
the board.
OPEC believes this can weaken
the U.S. oil companies that have
been trying to dominate the supply
in the Middle East.
But gas is not really that cheap.
It may appear to be so, considering
there were constant reports trying
to prepare everyone for gas possibly going up to almost $5 a gallon in
the last few years. Gas has not been
under $3 for this long since 2007.
Adjusting for inflation, the best
period in affordable petroleum was
between 1986 and 2003. Prices back
then were floating over a dollar, but
if adjusted to today that would have
been just under $2. Analysts expect
gas prices to stay low through 2015.
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Zicklin’s finance ranked among best
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
This high number and ranking
holds great value and reflects well
on the school because of Morgan
Stanley’s challenging hiring process.
Baruch is very well known for
its business programs, especially
by firms in New York City. With
Wall Street and other major areas
of business being so close to the
school, Baruch students can easily
be exposed to the business world
and have great opportunities to
get involved with companies and
enhance their understanding and
experiences in finance.
The vast diversity at Baruch further offers students the chance to
experience different perspectives
that they may not have been able
to conceive themselves.
It was also reported that the
firm has a 1.1 percent hiring rate,
derived from comparing the
90,000 applicants to its summer
program to the 1,000 that were actually hired.
Although the acceptance rate
is generally quite low, a Baruch
finance major, who may be wondering what firms to apply to, can
take away from this that Morgan
Stanley may be a promising goal
to strive for because of where their
undergraduate degree came from.
JPMorgan also has a great number of Baruch alumni among its
employees. A total 774 employees
of JPMorgan received their undergraduate degrees from Baruch.
This further exemplifies how
much weight a finance degree
from the college holds with these
major firms.
A list of top 10 colleges for a major in finance compiled by USA Today ranked Baruch at No. 4 among
colleges nationwide.
The fact that Baruch ranked so
high on this list while competing
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Research shows that Zicklin has the most alumni working at some top banks.
against thousands of colleges that
provide undergraduate degrees
across the country is reassuring
that the education received here
will prove to be a worthy investment of time and money.
USA Today also reported that
graduates from Baruch earn average starting salaries of $50,000 and
mid-career salaries of $90,000.
Of the lists that have been published concerning the top colleges
and the firms that hire the most undergraduates from which schools,
Baruch has surpassed several Ivy
League and well-known universities such as Columbia University
and New York University multiple
times.
Since CUNY schools cost students much less tuition than Ivy
Leagues, there has been a certain
stigma surrounding degrees that
students leave these public colleges with.
However, these significant
rankings that Baruch has presently
received certainly put students in a
better place when it comes to their

careers. Baruch was also named a
“Best Value College” for 2015 by
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance.
It ranked 38 out of the 100
public universities that were also
compared because of its ability to
provide students with a valuable
education while having the lowest
average debt at graduation.
When asked about how he
felt about Baruch in connection
with the job market, Anthony
Angilletta, a senior majoring in
finance, said, “As a finance major in Zicklin, I am confident that
Baruch has fully prepared me to excel in my career search. Baruch has
a reputation of molding students
into well-rounded, ambitious and
qualified job candidates.”
“Companies know that, when
they hire from Baruch, they are
hiring someone who is willing
to learn at all costs and make the
most of the opportunities they are
given. It’s a good feeling to know
that I can compete with candidates
from any other school in the country,” Angiletta continued
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Obama pushes cybersecurity laws

Americans not saving

BY MARIA MARCOWICZ

BY JAMILA WRIGHT

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

President Barack Obama continues to make headlines with recent plans to push for federal legislation on data leaks and cybersecurity. The president announced
two possible acts of legislation:
the Personal Data Notification and
Protection Act and the Student
Digital Privacy Act.
CNN Money described the
Personal Data Notification and
Protection Act as “an attempt at a
nationwide, uniform rule.”
The new act would require
companies to alert their customers that their data has been stolen
no later than 30 days after the data
breach has been discovered, with
penalties for any company that
fails to report it on time.
Obama’s move comes after
several reports of cybersecurity
breaches and data leaks, most notably from companies like Home
Depot, Adobe, JPMorgan Chase,
Sony Pictures and Target.
Passwords and credit card information were leaked by the millions. In the case of JPMorgan, the
leak was not discovered until two
months later.
Current laws regarding how
companies should handle data
breaches vary by state. While in
some, a company might be forced
to release the news to the customers, customers from other states
might be left in the dark.
Security breaches lead to a lot
of mistrust among customers, and
plenty of people feel that they are
losing control when it comes to the
flow of their personal information
online.
According to CNN Money,
“Nine in 10 Americans believe
they have no control over their
personal information, how it is
collected and how it is used by

Saving is important, especially
for college students. A new study
found that 62 percent of Americans do not have emergency savings for things such as home repairs, emergency room visits and
auto repairs. The survey shows that
this lack of savings is a direct result
of the Great Recession.
Very few college students have
any savings, as most put themselves in debt, not just with student
loans but with credit cards as well.
Over 80 percent of college students
fail to pay their credit card bills.
According to the survey, conducted by personal finance website Bankrate, 57 percent of Americans who had savings before 2008
said they used some or all of their
savings during the recession.
When asked what they would
do when faced with emergency
situations, 26 percent said that
they would raise money by cutting
down spending, 16 percent said
they would borrow from friends
and family and 12 percent would
resort to using credit cards.
“Emergency savings are not
just critical for weathering an
emergency, they’re also important for successful homeownership and retirement,” said economist Signe-Mary McKernan of the
Urban Institute in a statement to
MarketWatch.
Although it might be a little too
early for most college students to
begin saving for retirement, savings for homeownership or any
sort of housing is greatly encouraged and strongly recommended.
“Saving for a home during college years is super smart, I just
don’t think a lot of students are focused on saving money, especially
not for a house,” said Kevin Gaines,
a Baruch College senior majoring

WWW.SECUREWORLDEXPO.COM

The president’s legislation would set federal standards for reporting data leaks.
companies.” In his recent address,
Obama stated, “As Americans, we
shouldn’t have to forfeit our basic
privacy when we go online to do
our business,” later adding that
consumers should have the right
to choose what information is being collected about them and how
the information is being used.
Businesses are not the only
ones that would need to put an effort in order to comply with these
laws. According to last year’s reports, less than a third of government agencies reported security
breaches within the 30-day deadline.
The other act proposed by
Obama, the Student Digital Privacy Act, is an attempt to curb the
flow of information collected from
students’ electronic devices and to
protect their privacy.
According to the White House,
the act would block companies
from selling personal information to third-party companies. It

would not stop companies from
spreading information that could
improve learning outcomes and
effectiveness of learning-related
products.
According to CNN Money
reporter, Jose Pagliery, 75 companies, including Apple and Microsoft, have agreed to use the
collected data for educational purposes only.
The legislation would stop large
companies from profiting from
information collected from electronic devices, such as tablets and
laptops.
If it does pass, companies that
refuse to comply with the new laws
would be “singled out and censured,” Pagliery reported.
The proposed law is based on
a California legislation passed
last year, which is often described
as the country’s toughest legislation protecting students’ data, going as far as to prohibit targeted
advertising to students.

in political science.
“We’re more focused on surviving tuition costs and making sure
our day-to-day necessities are
met,” he continued.
Most Americans are still feeling
the effects of the Great Recession,
during which many people were
laid off. As a result, Americans
struggled to keep up with bills, and
when living off their savings was
no longer enough, they fell into
debt.
“It is a real challenge to save
money. I was demoted in 2010
and have been hoping to get back
to my previous position. I make
just enough to pay the bills. There
is nothing extra to spend or save,”
said Target employee James Baker.
The Bankrate survey also found
that Americans are 47 percent
poorer today than they were in
2007. The net worth of U.S. families, which is the difference between values of investments and
liabilities, fell to $81,400 in 2013,
down from $135,700 in 2007, according to a report released last
December by the Pew Research
Center.
Researchers at Stanford University found that people who feel
powerful are more likely to save
than those who feel less powerful.
“People who feel powerful use
saving money as a means to maintain their current state of power.
When saving no longer affords
individuals the opportunity to
maintain power, the effect of power on saving disappears,” researchers concluded.
This sense of power could be
brought about from having Americans take personal finance courses
or having a financial advisor.
The news is not all bad; the
Bankrate survey also found that
82 percent of Americans keep a
budget, a 22 percent increase from
three years ago.
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City & Culture
BEYOND THE MUSEUMS
Finding art in the everyday New York

JOEY ALLGOOD | SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

BY SUMIT POUDYAL
MANAGING EDITOR

A collection of soup-can paintings does not art make. However, the knowledge that these cans have an association with Andy Warhol changes a lot. This is perhaps a parable of consumption of
modern art, and one would find this trend to be servile, even repulsive, Warhol included. As we lambast the millennial generation for its narcissism and need for approval, we often forget that, with a
few exceptions, acceptance and assimilation have been broader themes in human behavior for a very long time. This tendency—that tastes ought to align normatively—enables critics to survive. The
counter-tendency that vilifies normativity enables art to survive. And the dynamics that allow these tendencies to flourish and compete make New York the “helluva town” that it is.
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

‘Death Becomes Her’ and the Met

Science evolves through artwork

BY AMRITA SANDHU
COPY CHIEF

Tucked in a corner of the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s main floor, Death
Becomes Her: A Century of Mourning
Attire can be found on display in the
museum’s Costume Institute. This is
the first fall exhibition the institute,
recently renamed the Anna Wintour
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Costume Center, has organized since
blog.mode: addressing fashion in 2007.

COURTESY OF ERIC LAHTI

BY HASIN ISHRAQUE
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

The entrance to the installation

The American Museum of Natural History has been holding an exhibit showcasing the central

sets the tone of the experience: stairs

role of art in the process of scientific discovery for a year and a half now. Titled Histories: 400 Years

gracefully leading to a lower level

of Scientific Illustration from the Museum’s Library, a general admission ticket is all that it takes to

where it feels one would find the sort

view the exhibit, which showcases works depicting wildlife, ecology and sociological discoveries

of lucid peace found in a cemetery.

from published works of various time periods.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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Art in the public forum illuminates social issues to bring change
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“We’re all products of what we
want to project to the world. Even
people who don’t spend any time,
or think they don’t, on preparing themselves for the world out
there—I think that ultimately they
have for their whole lives groomed
themselves to be a certain way, to
present a face to the world,” Sherman proclaimed in a 2008 interview with New York magazine.
Sherman usually works alone,
assuming multiple roles as model,
director, stylist and wardrobe designer. Some of her most acclaimed
series directly challenge the work
of male artists and photographers.
With the recent protests in
France over the killings at Charlie Hebdo, French street artist and
photographer known simply as JR,
as a part of his continuing Inside
Out project, printed poster-size
black and white photos of the eyes
of everyone who was killed. For the
Millions March in New York City,
he printed a series of banners that
when put together formed a portrait of Eric Garner’s eyes. As a street
artist, JR’s goal is to raise awareness
about societal preconceptions. He
chose the streets as his gallery. This
is where he is able to communicate
directly with the public, catching
the attention of anyone who walks
by without the physical and physiological confines of a gallery.
Another artist who has encapsulated the ideas behind recent
protests against police force is
Hank Willis Thomas. Back in December at the Art Basel in Miami,
Thomas, an artist that primarily
tackles issues of race, identity and
pop culture, featured his sculpture
titled “Raise Up.” Originally, “Raise
Up” was tailor-made for his show
at the Goodman Gallery in South
Africa. Inspired by the photograph

of naked, black miners undergoing
a humiliating medical examination
by Ernest Cole, one of the most celebrated Apartheid-era photographers, Thomas creates a sculpture
of the heads and arms raised of 10
of the 13 miners. However, with a
quick rebranding to fit a new imperative and narrative, it is shipped
across the sea, and now it symbolizes the “hands up, don’t shoot”
gesture that has become a staple of
anti-police brutality protests.
This topic of racial inequality
was also prominent in one of the
biggest exhibits from last year. In
collaboration with Creative Time,
Kara Walker erected an enormous
sugar-coated female sphinx with
exaggerated and undeniably black
features, wearing only an Aunt
Jemima-styled headscarf. It was located inside Brooklyn’s abandoned
Domino Sugar Factory, a site associated with labor injustices.
Walker is known for depicting
the sexual and physical exploitation
bred from slavery. Called “A Subtlety, or the Marvelous Sugar Baby,
a Homage to the unpaid and overworked Artisans who have refined
our Sweet tastes from the cane fields
to the Kitchens of the New World on
the Occasion of the demolition of
the Domino Sugar Refining Plant,”
the title hardly says enough, as the
exhibit has myriad interpretations.
In an interview with The New
York Times, Walker discussed why
she chose the location and medium. “Sugar crystallizes something
in our American Soul. It is emblematic of all Industrial Processes.
And of the idea of becoming white.
White Being equated with pure and
‘true’ it takes a lot of energy to turn
brown things into white things.”
However, like many other extremely popular exhibits, sometimes the artist’s message is lost.
Many visitors to the sphinx were

blind to the painful history that the
art reflected. Like a lot of contemporary art, it became a spectacle.
Some visitors made juvenile and
obscene poses in front of the bust,
rear and vulva of the sphinx. Now,
the factory has been torn down
and its site is being developed into
a series of high-rises. The history
of the factory and the exhibit will
be physically replaced by condos
and, inevitably, gentrification,
which will not serve as a reminder
of the injustices that took place in
the factory.
China has bred some of the most
political artists. One of the most
vocal and provocative Chinese
contemporary artists is Ai Weiwei,
who collaborated with the Swiss
architects Herzog & de Meuron on
the majestic Bird’s Nest stadium in
Beijing for the 2008 Olympics.
Ai’s paintings, sculptures and
videos reflect some of the realities
he experienced in China. He has
been detained and is not allowed
to leave Beijing a result of his attempt to expose China’s propaganda machine. His country’s totalitarian government is his art, as
he highlights the issues of freedom
of expression and the government’s
neglect of human rights. His first
North American exhibition was last
year at the Brooklyn Museum. It
included pieces like “S.A.C.R.E.D,”
which recreated and modeled his
81 days in detention, and “Straight,”
which consists of rebar salvaged
from the Sichuan earthquake.
Ai has molded his protege,
Zhao Zhao, into a provocative artist
against the Chinese government.
“I don’t want to become cautious,”
Zhao told Der Spiegel in 2012. Similar to Ai, the Chinese government
has retaliated against Zhao. One of
Zhao’s famous pieces that earned
him global notoriety is called “Officer.” This work resembles the ru-
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Kara Walker’s exhibit, housed in the Domino Sugar Factory, addresses race issues.
ins of a monumental sculpture of a
police officer. The number on the
officer’s uniform corresponds with
the date of Ai’s imprisonment. Customs police confiscated the sculpture before it left New York for an
exhibition, deeming it “not art.”
Almost all art is intricately political in the sense that it takes place
in the public arena and engages

with the existing ideology of its
people. Fueled by oppression and
injustice, the artists mentioned and
many others use their abilities to
promote resistance and institutional change. Everyday, more artists
are drawn to the allure of making a
political and social change through
art; all one needs is a medium and
an idea.

In New York, ordinary objects have extraordinary artistic stories to tell
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
New York is unique in its relationship with art in that it started
romancing with art at the turn of the
20th century and grew so rapidly in
its amassment of collections and
creation of an encouraging, if not
preferably indifferent, atmosphere
for artists, thereby becoming, in
a relatively short span of time the
place to be and be seen both for aspirants and established figures. We
have capitalism to thank for that.
New York emerged as a haven
for art and artists as political instability in the Old World prompted
many artists to move to a place
that sought to isolate itself from
the great bickering of the nations.
These migrations, coupled with
the ridiculous purchasing power
of robber barons and their trademinded successors, brought both
the art and the artist to the city.
Think Peggy Guggenheim touring
Europe at the brink of World War
II, sweeping up art at dirt-cheap
prices and working with the likes
of Georges Braque and Constantin Brancusi as their careers were
taking off. Her business acumen,
along with an interest in art—
stirred by none other than Marcel
Duchamp—helped her grow into a
formidable figure in the contemporary art world.
Although Guggenheim retired
to Venice shortly after the war, she
championed the rich man’s (and
woman’s) artistic cause. Thanks
to that streak, New York, admired
for its brashness and ridiculed for
its loudness, became the modern
art capital of the world. The Museum of Modern Art, pioneered by
women of the Rockefeller dynasty,
saw the light of the day almost half
a century before Pompidou. Tate
Modern, Britain’s turn-of-the-millennium structure, is, by comparison, an infant—prodigious, quite

so; infant, still.
New York’s love affair with art
is omnipresent—a dull statement,
true nonetheless. Omnipresent
because the art is not always enclosed, not always put up on a wall,
or protected behind bulletproof
glass.
Baruch College, for example,
abounds in pieces of modern art
and design, their unsuspecting
appearances belying their extraordinary histories. The black strap
chairs on the fifth floor of the Neuwman Library Building are Wassily chairs, designed originally by
Marcel Breuer while at Bauhaus
and named in honor of Kandinsky.
Charles and Ray Eames originally
designed the black chairs with rippled seats, many of which can be
found scattered around Baruch’s
administrative offices. If the name
sounds familiar, the Eames couple
created the famous lounge chair, a
living room staple in luxury homes,
second probably only to the Barcelona chair.
Look around. A residential skyscraper located downtown that
looks like a screw being driven
into the soil goes by the name of
New York by Frank Gehry. The 8
Spruce St. building, which looks
like something out of Howard
Roark’s mind—although Gehry
might disagree—is one of the only
two buildings Gehry has designed
in New York, the other being
the Guggenheim.
Is that an achievement for Gehry, whose Guggenheim Bilbao is
dubbed the most prominent work
of architecture of the last half-century? Probably not. But it does say
something about the city where
Zaha Hadid, the architect of Qatar
2022 World Cup stadium, only recently scored her first residential
architecture deal. And then there
is 56 Leonard St., the entrance to
which will be graced by a sculpture
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The Wassily chairs, located in the library building, are an example of how art and design permeate life even at Baruch College.
by Anish Kapoor in his first public
work in New York City.
New York is unique because the
art spills from museums and private collections on to streets and,
of course, the subway. Come summer, and parks and major intersections boast impressive, sometimes
eccentric works of art. Talk about
Olaf Bruening’s “Clouds” at the
southern entrance of Central Park,
or the part-time vandal, full-time
artist Banksy, selling $60 prints on
the Museum Mile.
Banksy’s charm lies as much in
his work as in his post-modernist
take on art. His Ronald McDonald

shoe-shine work is Warhol on a
wall—brilliant because it is banal—
and seemingly draws compositional inspiration from Warhol and
conceptual inspiration from Dadaism and, by extension, Duchamp,
the original anti-artist, the mischievous Frenchman who shook the establishment with his “readymade”
shenanigans.
Then, there are the myriad mosaics that mark subway stations
across the city. First created by
Heins and LaFarge and developed
specifically for stations on different
lines, these mosaics are as iconic
to the underworld’s identity as the

visceral smells are to its existence.
MTA’s Arts for Transit project, commissioned each year since 1991,
reproduces the quirkiest of subway
life in a graphic format for mass
consumption. Pop art, anyone?
On an emotional note, art is one
of the very few romantic things left
in New York. And there is a lot of it
out there, intimidatingly so.
Intimidating because one might
be viewing an odd-looking painting
by Henri Rousseau at MoMA trying
to stifle a scoff. Please do not. If art
is a form of expression, the expression is incomplete if it is exclusive
of the viewer.
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Library and museum intertwined as one, Morgan Library worth the visit
BY DAMLA BEK
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

T

he Morgan Library and Museum, located at the corner
of 36th Street and Madison
Avenue, is both a grandiose celebration of culture and a manifestation of wealth.
John Pierpoint Morgan—a
name familiar to many of the
bright-eyed students of Baruch
College—spent his life collecting valuable manuscripts, books,
drawing, prints, paintings and
sculptures. Morgan’s free time was
quite limited relative to the time he
spent cultivating his financial empire over the course of the 19th and
20th centuries.
However, it was his abundant wealth that made it possible for him to indulge his taste
for art.
Morgan hired architect Charles
McKim to design the library of his
dreams. McKim’s design is opulent
and immense, much like Morgan’s
own legacy.
Though the Morgan was closed
in 2006 for a period of restoration and expansion, it reopened
in the fall of 2009. The renovation
was made possible by a seemingly
endless list of donors, reminding
patrons of the fact that though the
Morgan is accessible to all, it continues to be funded as a project of
the exceedingly rich.
Following his father’s death
in 1913, Morgan’s son decided to
transition the collection to the public realm. According to themorgan.
org, he “realized that the library
had become too important to remain in private hands.”
In short, the Morgan transcends the traditional definitions
of both library and museum,
though it is both a cultural and
educational hub.
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The ornate Morgan Library and Museum features a collection of rare books as well as other pieces collected by JP Morgan over the course of his lifetime.
The Morgan is a far cry from the
libraries students may be familiar
with. Given that the materials are
both valuable and fragile, though
well-preserved, they are not allowed to circulate.
However, researchers with
a well-defined purpose can apply for access via the Reading
Room. Otherwise, Morgan’s books
are accessible to the public only
behind glass.
Precious artifacts and paintings decorate Morgan’s study and
his original library, located in the
farthest corner of the building. The
study’s stained glass windows and
silk damask wall coverings yield a
more intimate atmosphere than
the library.
It radiates elegance—one can
easily picture Morgan reclining
in an easy chair, pacing back and

forth in front of the fireplace or poring over papers at his desk.
The library, on the other hand,
is accented by a massive, Netherlander tapestry hanging above
the fireplace.
It is academic and self-indulgent, with three stories of walnut
bookshelves towering overhead
and out of reach, though apparently there are secret staircases
behind certain shelves. On display
in this room are five shelves of different versions of the Bible, seven
installments of Don Quichotte de
la Manche, Empress Alexandria’s
copy of Grimm’s Fairy Tales and
many more fascinating finds.
Sandwiched between both
rooms is the librarian’s office,
which contains more books as well
as objects dating back from ancient
Mesopotamia to the medieval pe-

riod in Europe.
The Morgan also houses five
galleries with rotating exhibitions.
On view through June 7 is Lincoln
Speaks: Words That Transformed
a Nation, an exhibition that coincides with the 150th anniversary
of Lincoln’s assassination. As the
name suggests, the exhibition
will display books, portraits, letters and memos from Lincoln. On
view through May 17 is Piranesi
and the Temples of Paestum: Drawings from Sir John Soane’s Museum. This exhibition showcases
some of the rare works of Italian
artist and draftsman Giovanni
Battista Piranesi.
Later on in the season, museum-goers can also look forward
to exhibitions such as Hebrew Illumination for Our Time: The Art
of Barbara Wolff and Embracing

Modernism: Ten Years of Drawing
Acquisitions.
The Morgan plays host to daily
talks and tours, as well as lectures,
discussions, film screenings, workshops for adults and children, and
lastly, concerts.
Indeed, the Morgan is known
for highlighting the work of young
musicians; students from Mannes
College’s New School of Music
perform on Friday evenings, and
students from the New School for
Jazz and Contemporary Music perform on Sunday afternoons. These
performances take place in Gilbert
Court, a common area in the center
of the first floor.
Admission to the Morgan Library and Museum is free on Friday evenings between 7 and 9 p.m.
Otherwise, admission is $12 for
students with school ID.

Sports culture permeates the everyday lives of New York denizens
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Since the sport’s popularization, New Yorkers have always had
an attraction for players who were
not just technically skilled but also
rough, physical players; there is a
reason why Willis Reed and Patrick Ewing are New York’s most
celebrated players.
In New York, total domination on a basketball court is born
from the marriage of overpowering physical play and the use of
fundamentally sound skill. Dunks
are celebrated as loudly as a turnaround jump shot on these streets.
However, New Yorkers hold a
special place in their hearts for
crossovers. The act of “breaking
someone’s ankles” with a change
of pace or direction while dribbling will elicit oohs and ahs
without fail.
The crossover is a confident gesture of “total domination;” a crossover is a player’s way of showing
everyone else just how much faster
and smarter he is than the poor sap
who just fell at his feet. The trading floor at the New York Stock
Exchange is a glorified basketball
court with stockbrokers as its players, each one crossing the other up
to gain the upper hand on a the
trading floor.
A basketball game ends with the
last horn blast while the closing bell
marks the end of the trading day at
the New York Stock Exchange. They
ring at the same time, and to a New
Yorker, they are nearly indistinguishable. Hockey has its place in
New Yorkers’ hearts as well.
The rigors of the ice rink are
not unlike those New York denizens have to go through during the
harsh winter months. Although
most New Yorkers do not have to
worry about a giant trying to knock
their teeth out, they do have to figure out ways to handle slippery sur-
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The game of basketball, played in arenas and in parks throughout New York City, mimics the bustle of Wall Street.
faces and massive objects moving
recklessly fast.
Having a December day in Midtown is a skill challenge; pedestrians have to watch their steps and
dodge any number of bicycles,
skaters, taxis and tourists to reach
their destination. Hockey is a similar game, as players have to dodge
each other while moving anywhere
between 20 to 30 miles per hour
while trying to reach the goal.
The protectors of the goalposts,
the goalies, are strapped with
countless bits of armor to stop the
advance of other players and the

puck in their control. And a hockey
puck handled by a seasoned player
is as lethal as a bullet.
Hockey players do anything
within their power to stop their
opponent; they will throw their
bodies at opposing players as a
form of defense. They regularly engage in physical combat to display
their strength and to intimidate
the opposition.
The rougher side of hockey is as
unruly as the darkest alley in New
York. However, the cleaner side of
the game is as beautiful as any silent, snowy night in the city. When

at their peak, hockey players move
with such speed and grace that they
leave their audiences in awe. Luckily for New York fans, hockey players
reach those peaks often in Madison
Square Garden.
America’s pastime is not lost on
New Yorkers either. In fact, it could
be argued that New York fans enjoy baseball as much as any other
sport. They certainly have good
reason to as they have been spoiled
by two of the MLB’s most fascinating franchises: the Yankees and the
Mets. The Yankees are the most
successful team in baseball history,

having won the World Series 27
times. Naturally, they are the talk
of the town, as they have been for
nearly a century.
Although the Mets are not as
successful as their Bronx counterparts, they have refused to live in
the shadows of their cross-town rivals. Where the Yankees have continually depended on power-hitting, the Mets have hung their hats
on sound strategy and ground-hits.
Furthermore, the Yankees have
deeper pockets and are able to pursue any player they desire while the
Mets choose to chase players who
fit their culture whether through
trades or by drafting them. They are
polar opposites, and this dynamic
is what makes them such a critical
part of New York’s culture.
New Yorkers flock to the Yankees because of their sustained
excellence and work ethic. They
flock to the Mets because of their
tenacity and canny tactics. Both
teams appeal to all the different types of workers in New York
City: the white-collars, blue-collars, employees, bosses and every
other nine-to-fiver trying to make
a living.
New Yorkers are warriors. They
understand the thrill of combat in
their own way. They are constantly
going through conflicts, from waiting for the train to maneuvering
through traffic. New Yorkers can
easily insert themselves into sport
culture simply because they connect with the mental and physical
stress athletes go through.
In this city, people become fans
only when they see a team giving their maximum effort. Boos
will turn to cheers only when
players prove that they are using
their minds as well as their bodies to outplay their opponents. In
New York, respect is not granted,
it is earned—by its denizens and
its athletes.
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Broadway to silver screen success relies on multitude of factors
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
In terms of more recent examples, Marcy Media’s Annie flopped
at the box office compared to Disney’s Into the Woods. A study of the
these two adaptations, among others, allows movie-goers and theater
enthusiasts to understand why it
is that projects succeed when it
comes to profitability.
Into the Woods, lyrics by the
legendary Stephen Sondheim and
book by James Lapine, stars the
likes of Meryl Streep, Anna Kendrick and Johnny Depp, all of whom
are familiar names when it comes
to musicals. Streep starred in the
Mamma Mia movie in 2008, Kendrick in the Broadway debut of High
Society and Depp in Tim Burton’s
2007 version of Sweeney Todd:
The Demon Barber of Fleet Street,
another Sondheim work. Into the
Woods premiered on Broadway in
1987 at the Martin Beck Theatre. It
starred Bernadette Peters and Joanna Gleason.
Into the Woods intertwines four
childhood fairy tales—Cinderella,
Jack and the Beanstalk, Rapunzel
and Little Red Riding Hood—and
puts a rather new spin on each of
their lessons.
Ultimately, Into the Woods is
about living to regret the decisions we make and dealing with
the consequences. It touches upon
a number of themes like destruction, betrayal and loss, which is
why many Sondheim fans were
hesitant about its Disney-fication,
as it were. Indeed, though Lapine
himself wrote the screenplay and
Sondheim was consulted during the writing and production
processes, some of the elements
deemed unsuitable for children
were rewritten.
Into the Woods has been fairly
well-received by critics thus far,

though those young adults who
went in expecting a happier story
may have walked out baffled. The
movie made over $31 million at
the box office during its opening weekend. It easily broke even
on its production budget and was
also nominated for three Academy Awards and three Golden
Globe Awards.
Annie, on the other hand, did
not achieve the same level of success. With the book by Thomas
Meehan and lyrics by Martin
Charnin, Annie stars Jamie Foxx,
Cameron Diaz and Quvenzhane
Wallis. The original production of
Annie hit the stage at the Alvin Theatre in 1977 starring Andrea McArdie and Reid Shelton as Annie and
Daddy Warbucks, and to this day
both actors are best known for their
roles in Annie.
Annie follows the story of a
vivacious 11-year-old girl orphaned in the big city. In the
original show, she is an orphan
living at an orphanage, but the
2014 movie version places her in
foster care.
Regardless, she lacks contact
with any stable adults until the
wealthy Oliver Warbucks (or Will
Stacks, depending on the version)
comes along. The storyline is simplistic, but what audiences love
and what earned the first Broadway
production a Tony Award was its
good-hearted nature; Annie is so
pure it is almost saccharine.
The most recent movie version of Annie is marketed specifically to the younger demographic.
It made just over $15 million in its
opening weekend and had a lifetime domestic gross of about $83
million. Relative to its production
budget of $65 million, this is not
the most prosperous adaptation
of a Broadway show. It is not terrible, but it certainly did not reach
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Filling movie theater seats compared to seats in a theater depends on production factors, star power and fanbase.
its potential.
There are a number of elements
that factor into a successful adaptation: marketing, star power, execution and stagy-ness, among others.
For instance, as a Disney film, Into
the Woods really marketed itself,
especially given all the big names
attached to the film.
Transitioning from the stage to
the screen often results in some
artificiality. Given that much more
is possible with the help of movie
magic, so to speak, the movie version of a show tends to wander
away from the playwright and lyri-

cist’s intentions. At its core, this is a
matter of overcompensation. And
so despite its best efforts, Annie is
a victim of its own character, much
like the 2008 adaptation of Mamma
Mia!, a jukebox musical.
Critics also insist that it is too
sweet for its own good, and thus,
perhaps this is an issue of poor
execution in terms of writing.
Though it was necessary to adapt
Annie to fit a modern-day narrative, this may have disrupted
the equilibrium maintained in
the original.
Another factor to consider is

the presence of an established
fan base. Sondheim fanatics were
wringing their hands in anticipation of Into the Woods, but Annie
did not quite have that luxury. The
same can be said for 2007’s Sweeney Todd, which drew viewers from
the fan bases of both Sondheim
and Burton.
There is no magic formula that
ensures that a movie based on a
stage play or musical will be successful, but a retrospective analysis
can help us pinpoint the more influential factors. After all, reception
relies on subjectivity.

Art advances the sciences ‘Death Becomes Her’ on display at the Met
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
Before there were photographs,
illustrations and literary descriptions were the means to describe
any sort of researched scientific
phenomenon. On scientific expeditions, research teams often
hired artists in order to help record
observations; this is especially
apparent with studies and findings relating to zoology, botany
and ecology.
Given the time periods that the
varied artworks were produced in,
the exhibit has a display that familiarizes patrons with the different methods used to produce and
reproduce scientific illustrations.
The display introduces lithography, woodcuts and engraving as
distinct ways that several of the
works were created.
There is an array of artworks
present, most pieces quite striking
for their own purposes. Highlights
of the exhibit include illustrations
depicting early European expeditions to the Americas, Charles
Darwin’s journeys on the HMS
Beagle, Gould and Richter’s observations on unique Australian
wildlife, and Hamilton and Fabris’
paintings depicting the eruption of
Mount Vesuvius.
Much of the art on display illustrates insects, reptiles, mammals, mollusks and marsupials, in
either anatomical cross-sections
or their natural settings. Several
of the pieces on display held, and
some still manage to hold, scientific significance. This stems from
the accuracy and perspective of
the individual piece at hand. Some
of the works do not appear too farfetched from what is found in a
modern natural sciences textbook.
The exhibit is not limited to
pieces that provide accurate portrayals and descriptions, as it also
takes the initiative to display exam-

ples that would now be considered
scientific folly. The discovery of
the Americas lead many to create,
at best inaccurate, at worst grossly
exaggerated, pictures of what “The
New World” had to offer.
Theodor de Bry, a 16th-century
German engraver and publisher,
made severely erroneous descriptions of the native populations
encountered during European expeditions. Often, the details of several tribes and groups were combined into one picture. Though
his work was based on the reports of other explorers and merchants, de Bry was never reported to have visited the American
continent himself.
Louis Renard, an early 18thcentury French publisher, was
widely regarded for his bright depictions of underwater life in the
Americas. His immensely popular work, title shortened to “Fish,
Crayfish and Crabs,” showcased
fish with unusual or very distinctive characteristics. While many
of the depictions are reportedly
accurate, other illustrations took
significant liberties.
Nonetheless, the willingness of
the museum to establish the importance of such works is something to appreciate.
One thing that does stand out is
the absence or rarity of art relating
to other natural sciences. Though
modern chemistry has only gained
momentum over the course of the
past few centuries, physics and astronomy have fairly long histories
that have had close relationships
with illustrations.
But the museum’s collection
is an interesting sight overall.
It offers a fairly comprehensive
and very knowledgeable view
of the intricate role that scientific illustration has played and
continues to play with discovery
and observation.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
What the viewer beholds upon
reaching the gallery is rooted in
morbid voyeurism and elegantly
veiled with the ethereal imagination of its curators: a shadowy
floating island of ivory mannequins adorned in mourning attire
chronologically organized from
1815 to 1915, primarily from the
center’s collection. Illustrations,
accessories and jewels accompany
the display along with quotes projected on the wall, all surrounding
museumgoers as they float around
the room casting their shadows
through projector lights, only adding to the ambiance.
Somewhat morbid, the gallery,
however, is not sad but modestly
beautiful, as one walks around
the display witnessing the shift in
bereavement attire and etiquette
from corseted waistlines of the
1860s to the princess cuts of ’70s
and even the ’90s gigot sleeves.
Moving along the exhibition’s
fashion timeline, the melancholy
ensembles transition from what
were then considered appropriate fabrics to crepe, a crinkled silk
gauze popularly used in mourning
garments during this time, to actual silk and followed by an addition of color, reflecting the cultural
evolution of the time period.
“The predominantly black palette of mourning dramatizes the
evolution of period silhouettes and
the increasing absorption of fashion ideals into this most codified of
etiquettes,” Harold Koda, curatorin-charge of the Costume Institute, who is curating the exhibition
with Jessica Regan, assistant curator, was quoted on the museum’s
website. “The veiled widow could
elicit sympathy as well as predatory male advances. As a woman of
sexual experience without marital
constraints, she was often imag-
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Mourning couture has been shaped by changing social and economic trends.
ined as a potential threat to the
social order.”
The 30 ensembles featured also
include two for men, one for a little girl and gowns worn by Queen
Victoria and Queen Alexandra.
The two gowns made for royalty
are recognized as half-mourning
ensembles. Another such look on
display was a heather gray wedding dress from 1868. According
to the mannequin’s placard, the
bride chose the half-mourning colors in honor of those who died in
the Civil War as it “may have been
more respectful than a showier
bridal gown while so many fami-

lies still grieved.” This was a common fashion practice toward ends
of grief-stricken periods and is
what spurred the introduction of
white, gray and mauve into the bereavement color palette.
From fascination with the occult to very sober truths of history
to the intricacies of fashion etiquette, this exhibition holds something of interest for all who attend.
Death Becomes Her: A Century
of Mourning Attire is on view at
the Metropolitan Museum of Arts’
Anna Wintour Costume Center
through Feb. 1. Exhibitions are free
with museum admission.
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Features
Tension and turmoil made 2014 a very tumultuous year for all
BY SIBELY ANAN
FEATURES EDITOR

2014 was a huge year on many
fronts. It was a year riddled by
disaster, the most prominent of
which made headlines for weeks
on end. The media covered heavy
news stories and people reacted
with outcries of injustice.
Nothing caused mass hysteria
and panic quite like the Ebola outbreak did. It began quietly in West
Africa, in countries like Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone before it
spread across those borders. The
World Health Organization and
the United Nations came together
to offer aid to those who needed it,
even going so far as evacuating patients to other countries so that they
could receive proper treatment. It
did not, however, become pressing
news to many until it traveled to the
United States. Thomas Eric Duncan
became a household name as families panicked about being infected
with the deadly virus. Such hysteria
had remained unparalleled since
the swine flu pandemic of 2009.
The obsession died down in the
United States when the quarantined domestic patients came out
of the hospitals healthy and well. In
West Africa, however, public health
officials continue to try to rally
strength against the disease.
In March, Malaysia Airlines
lost an airplane with 239 people
aboard, an occurrence unheard of
in a time where it seems impossible
to lose track of something as big as
an airplane. The flight was making its way from Kuala Lumpur to
Malaysia. However, officials report

that the aircraft suddenly shifted
direction and headed off course
southward. Experts believe that the
plane ran on autopilot until it ran
out of fuel, and then proceeded to
plummet into the Indian Ocean.
They have not, however, found
any remains or signs of the plane.
Extensive searches have been conducted and are still being initiated,
but to no avail.
Malaysia lost a second aircraft
when Flight 17 was shot out of the
sky over eastern Ukraine when
traveling from Amsterdam to Kuala
Lumpur, killing its 298 passengers.
The CIA and other U.S. intelligence
agencies report that the attack
seems to provide overwhelming
evidence that the area of eastern
Ukraine belonged to territory of
Russian-backed separatists. Moscow has blamed the Ukrainian government for the crash. Like Flight
370, it is still officially unknown
who is responsible for the loss of
the aircraft.
One of the most intense moments of 2014 was when a grand
jury decided not to indict police officer Darren Wilson in his shooting
of unarmed teen Michael Brown
in Ferguson, Missouri. The phrase,
“hands up, don’t shoot!” found its
way across the nation in peaceful
protest of the monumental decision. Outcries of injustice were met
with outright attacks on a military
level, especially in Ferguson where
everything was going down.
This was not the first case of the
year in which a white man walked
free after killing an unarmed black
person. Eric Garner, a Staten Island
native accused of selling loose cig-

arettes on the street, was put into
an illegal chokehold that would
ultimately result in his death. The
grand jury did not, however, indict Daniel Pantaleo, the police
officer involved.
The Mike Brown case was a difficult one because several different
eyewitness cases offered different
conflicting perspectives. However,
in the Eric Garner case, there was
a clear video that showed how the
entire conflict unraveled. In the
end, however, it was not enough to
indict Pantaleo.
A conflict that people often forget is the showdown in Ukraine
earlier this year. The incident was
triggered by the Ukrainian government’s refusal to join the European
Union in late 2013, a decision that
divided the country. The Crimean
peninsula was annexed by Russia,
and there was a mass departure
from eastern Ukraine. Russia invaded Ukraine, sending in artillery
and air forces. The conflict killed
thousands of people as well as displaced many more. Protests left cities in tatters while the economy still
struggles to reform itself.
In terms of pop culture icons,
comedian and actor Robin Williams committed suicide in August.
He was a legend, an Oscar Award
winner and the star of many unforgettable films like Good Will Hunting, Mrs. Doubtfire and Dead Poets
Society. These films left profound
impacts on people from all walks of
life. When Williams hung himself,
he had apparently been suffering
from depression, anxiety, compulsion and paranoia. His suicide was
heartbreaking and sudden, which
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The Ebola epidemic, protests in Ferguson and New York, death of Robin Williams and
the European Space Agency’s comet landing made top stories in 2014.
just goes to show that mental illness is something that has the capability of living just beneath the
surface of anyone’s consciousness.
On a lighter note, the European Space Agency sent its Philae
lander onto a moving comet, albeit
with a rocky landing. Comet 67p/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the target hurtling through space, named
for the Soviet astronomers who discovered it in a photograph in 1969,
has an orbit some 310 million miles
away from Earth.

Due to the odd way in which
Philae landed on the comet, the solar-powered lander is unable to receive the sunlight it needs to charge
itself. It is currently in hibernation
mode, with its mother ship following close behind. The presence of
the lander will help scientists study
some of the frozen leftovers of the
solar system from its formation
four billion years ago. It will offer a
better understanding of the future
of the universe, once little Philae
wakes up.

Young adults found to reach adulthood later than in previous years

PEWSOCIALTRENDS.ORG

Adulthood can be deﬁned as securing ﬁnancial stability and starting a family, two things that millenials tend to put oﬀ.
BY KSENIYA KOSMINA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The symbols of entering adulthood include securing a full-time
job, buying a home and starting a
family. Pew Research’s social demographic trends report shows
that millennials are not eager to
embrace those responsibilities and
take the longest to grow up compared to previous generations.
The researchers found that the
modern public has a stark divide
over the role that marriage plays in
society. They conducted a survey,
asking over 10,000 responders, to
determine which of the two statements best describes their beliefs:
whether “society is better off if people make marriage and having children a priority,” or “society is just
as well off if people have priorities
other than marriage and children.”
Responses differed by age.
Nearly 46 percent of adults chose
the first statement. 67 percent of
those between the ages of 18 and 29
sided with the second option, while
a 53 percent majority of the older

generations, 50 and older, agreed
with the first.
The researchers also analyzed
50 years of census data from 1960
up to 2012, revealing an increasing
decline in marriage rates and increase of the average marriage age
of people aged 18 to 50.
In 2012, one in five adults over
the age of 25, about 42 million
people, had never been married.
In 1960, only about one in 10, or 9
percent, of adults aged 20 to 40 had
never been married.
In terms of gender division, men
are more likely than women to have
never been married, 23 percent
versus 17 percent. In 1960, about
10 percent of men and 8 percent of
women ages 20 to 40 said they have
never been married.
Today, that percentage has increased to 23 and 17, respectively.
Researchers attribute this difference to persisting social values that
still pressure women more than
men to settle down and build families as early as possible.
Despite the influence of traditional values, the marrying age has

increased for both genders since
the 1960s. Today, the median age
bracket for marriage has increased
from 20 to 27 for women and from
23 to 29 for men.
In 2012, 53 percent of all nevermarried adults said they would like
to marry someday. This percentage
decreased from 61 just in two years
from 2010. About one-third of today’s never-married adults are not
certain if they want to get married,
while 13 percent are confident that
such a path is not for them.
Among millennials who have
never been married but are open
to the possibility, 31 percent said
that the primary reason they are
not married is because they have
not found someone who has everything that they want in a partner.
Nearly as many, 27 percent, said
they are not financially prepared
for such commitment, and 22 percent said they are too young or do
not feel ready to settle down.
The report revealed that today’s
never-married millennials of both
genders place a lower priority on
finding a partner with similar edu-

cation, racial or ethnic background,
or moral and religious views, some
factors that played a crucial role
just a few decades ago.
Millennials, however, place a
higher importance on finding a
financially stable partner, citing
financial instability as the main
reason why they do not feel ready
to marry.
This outlook might be better
understood when considering that
many millennials have reached
adulthood by turning 18, which
is considered as the official age of
adulthood, during the recent recession. During times of instability, the youth’s priorities focus on
attaining financial well-being, so
matters like starting a family and
being tied town with responsibilities that come with marriage, like
paying a mortgage, went to the bottom of their priority list.
Another contributing factor
is the reality that to ensure better
chances of securing a stable job
that pays above minimum wage,
young adults are attaining higher
education degrees and accumulating thousands of dollars of student
debt, the highest in history.
Pew researchers concluded
that they are on track to becoming
“the best educated generation in
history,” as over a third of all millennials have at least a bachelor’s
degree, and those who do not are
paying heavily by struggling to
make ends meet.
With a record-breaking number of qualified, educated applicants for a limited number of
positions and growing prices, especially for tuition and rent, it is
easy to understand why young
adults feel pressured to secure a
stable living before diving into traditional responsibilities of adulthood that mean pulling additional,
unbearable weight.
In his latest book, W. K. Camp-

bell, a professor of psychology at
University of Georgia and a columnist for The New York Times, argues
that in addition to difficult economic times, today’s young adults
live in an age of entitlement where
adulthood is seen as a lifestyle option, meaning some millennials
choose to opt out of accepting the
burdens that come with becoming
financially independent.
Campbell does not accuse millennials of laziness but simply
points to social trends that make it
easier for young people to delay accepting adulthood responsibilities
and prolonging their dependence
on others.
Juan Parra, a Baruch College
sophomore majoring in accounting, responded to such a statement
with an impassioned explanation.
“Due to our nation’s financial
health, it has become more common for young adults to live with
their parents and depend on them
financially. However, this is only
one way of defining what it means
to be grown up,” Parra critiqued.
“Conversely, our economy has
strengthened family bonds and
made millennials better decision
makers by being able to identify
when not to bite off more than they
can chew, such as borrowing money when paying it back is not feasible,” he critiqued.
“To me, this is what defines
adulthood, knowing how much
rope you have to work with and using it efficiently. Adulthood cannot
be boxed in, since there is no one
way to know, identify or measure
this rite of passage,” he explained.
Joanne Ramadani, a sophomore
at Baruch majoring in English, said
that being an adult means “doing
your own taxes, buying your own
groceries and deciding on color
schemes for your living room. We,
legal adults 18 and older, are simply
adults on probation.”
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Fox’s Empire lays bare familial struggles in the music industry
BY JONATHAN ALBUJAR
STAFF WRITER

Academy Award-winning director and producer Lee Daniels has
taken a break from the big screen
and moved to television in 2015.
Looking to replicate the success he
achieved from his movie Precious,
he has launched his first foray into
television with Empire.
Empire premiered on Jan. 7, and
it has already proven it will be yet
another success for Daniels. The
second episode increased its viewership over its premiere with over
10 million viewers, and so the Fox
network decided to give it an early
renewal for a second season, a rarity for a new show.
The show centers on the Lyon
family and their lives at the top of
the music industry. Empire also
provides flashbacks to the rise of
the patriarch of the family, Lucious,
at the expense of his wife Cookie.
The couple bankrolled their start in
the industry through illegal means.
Their three sons, now adult
men, each have a role in the company, and each has different reasons for wanting to be its leader
one day. Throughout each episode,
there are also several musical performances, showcasing the talents
of not only members of the Lyon
family but other artists signed to
Empire Entertainment.
Terrence Howard and Taraji P.
Henson portray the two lead characters, Lucious and Cookie, respectively. The two have so much onscreen chemistry that Henson herself objected to Wesley Snipes as
Daniels’ first choice to play Lucious

and pitched Howard, a gamble that
paid off, as she had not been officially cast when doing so.
The Lyons are reunited in the
premiere after 17 years apart, as
Cookie had been in prison for that
period of time. Having taken the fall
for a drug deal gone wrong, she returns to claim her piece of the company she feels Lucious owes her for
sacrificing so many years of her life.
Although Lucious agrees to help
his ex-wife, as he has moved on
with a younger woman, Cookie demands more, which starts a power
struggle between the two. Further
complicating matters is the fact that
Lucious was diagnosed with Lou
Gehrig’s disease, and is given only
a few years to live, in which time he
must choose one of his three sons
to replace him as CEO of Empire.
Their eldest son Andre, played
by Trai Byers, is the current chief
financial officer of the company.
Although he is their Wharton-educated, eldest son, he has a couple of
drawbacks to his bid for control of
the company.
Andre is the only son who does
not record or produce music, which
Lucious believes is a non-starter in
a very competitive industry whose
leaders are all artists in their own
right. He also suffers from bipolar
disorder, which might also derail
his plans to become the heir.
Jamal, the middle son played
by Jussie Smollet, would seem to
be next in line to the throne. He is
a disciplined artist who writes his
own songs and is also of sound
mind, unlike his brothers. However, there is one part of Jamal’s life
THAT Lucious believes would hin-
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Howard and Henson also previously starred opposite each other in the 2005 independent drama Hustle & Flow.
der the company’s success should
he take over one day: Jamal is gay
and out to his family, and although
he has spent his whole life trying to earn his father’s approval,
it has never been enough to break
through to him, although his mother is completely supportive.
That leaves Hakeem, the youngest son, played by Brysheere Grey.
Although he would seemingly benefit from the drawbacks of selecting
his older brothers as heirs, he too
has his own. Hakeem is a talented

rapper, but he is also arrogant and
too immature to run a company on
his own. Given that Lucious only
has a few years to train a successor,
that seems too tall a task if he were
to select Hakeem, as he does not
have the discipline it would take to
run Empire.
What has and will continue to
make Empire a successful television show is that, at its heart, it is a
show about the struggles of a family. The Lyons once had nothing
and now they have it all, which has

created huge rifts among them.
Although they all make questionable decisions, you cannot
help but root for them as a unit and
hope one day they can all sit down
and enjoy a simple dinner together,
something they have already tried
and failed to do.
The King Lear-style plot of
which Lyon son will succeed Lucious also proves to make a family
reunion an almost impossible task,
but it does make for highly entertaining television.

Console Wars details merciless rivalry between Sega and Nintendo
BY LUIS LUCERO
STAFF WRITER

One of the most enduring parts
of 1990s pop culture was the video game console wars between
the Sega Genesis and the Super
Nintendo Entertainment System
(SNES). In many ways, the modern video game industry and fan
community was molded from the
battles waged between both companies.
However, as Blake J. Harris explains in his debut book Console
Wars: Sega, Nintendo, and the
Battle that Defined a Generation,
the Sega vs. Nintendo generation

was quite possibly the tech world’s
quintessential David and Goliath
story, if there ever was one.
For most of the book, Harris focuses on the American branch of
Sega and an executive named Tom
Kalinske. Kalinske, something of
a maverick officer of toys, became
CEO of the company’s struggling
American division shortly after the
launch of the Genesis in 1990.
While he knew practically nothing about video games upon joining the company, Kalinske soon assembled a team in the offices that
aimed to achieve the impossible
goal of releasing Nintendo’s stranglehold on the U.S. game market.

While Sega of America is given center stage, several chapters
are dedicated to the Nintendo of
America’s side of the story. Following a brief recap of how the company took the video game world by
storm, Harris shows how Nintendo
of America dealt with the impending threat of the Genesis and their
aggressive mudslinging campaign
against them.
Console Wars also references
Sony and its early attempts at
partnering with both Nintendo
and Sega to produce a CD-based
game console, the PlayStation. Indeed, the PlayStation was the very
console that eventually took down
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Though Console Wars is a whopping 576 pages, Harris spends most of it of talking about Sega’s struggles rather than Nintendo’s.

both companies.
Although many of the stories
and facts have already been told in
various gaming publications and
websites, Harris manages to take a
lot of this existing information and
adapt it in a way that makes it appealing both to gamers and any curious passers-by.
Rather than presenting it as yet
another historical analysis of video
games that can easily be found online, Harris decides to angle Console Wars as a business-oriented,
technological thriller novel that
does to Sega what The Accidental Billionaires did to Facebook or
Moneyball did for the 2002 Oakland Athletics. This approach almost makes the book read like the
script for a movie or a television
mini-series.
While this is a very fascinating
look into a memorable part of ’90s
culture, the book does feel like it
both stops short and drags on at
times. Several chapters in Console Wars could have either been
trimmed down or dropped entirely
since they do not seem to add all

Blake J. Harris explains in his
debut book Console Wars:
Sega, Nintendo, and the Battle
that Deﬁned a Generation, the
Sega vs. Nintendo generation
was quite possibly the tech
world’s quintessential David
and Goliath story, if there ever
was one.

that much to the overall narrative
of competition. One such example
is the chapter that deals with Sega
of America trying to get third-party
companies to break their exclusivity with Nintendo and also make
games for the Genesis. Although
this makes for some interesting
conflict, ultimately it drags on to
the point of tedium.
As previously mentioned, Nintendo’s role in the console wars
were relegated to just a few chapters. While this is good execution
in terms of tone, there were several
other stories from pre-SNES days
at the company that would have
added a more balanced look at the
console wars, such as how the company first reacted to the Sega Master System in the face of the original
Nintendo Entertainment System.
Though Harris clearly intended
for the timeline of the book to be
roughly 1990-1996, one cannot
help but feel that Harris should
have focused more on the eventual
downfall of Sega.
While he did zero in on the internal struggles between Sega of
America and Sega of Japan, which
played a key role in the company’s
fall from grace, it would have been
nice if the company’s two postGenesis consoles—the Saturn and
Dreamcast—were also highlighted.
Then again, there is always the possibility of some sort of follow-up
book from Harris that covers this
subject.
One of the biggest surprises
to hit bookshelves so far, Harris
has seemingly paved the way for
more books on the history of video
games to hopefully be published.
And for those who still want more
after checking this book out, there
is both a companion documentary
being produced by Harris and a
script for a feature film adaptation
is being written by Seth Rogen and
Evan Goldberg for Sony Pictures.
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Appropriate Behavior steeps post-breakup misery in comedy
BY DAMLA BEK
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

Appropriate Behavior begins
rather innocuously. The film opens
to our faithful protagonist Shirin
(Desiree Akhavan) sitting on a
train, her thoughts punctuated by
the banal conversations of a surrounding group of teenage boys.
She is headed to her ex-girlfriend
Maxine’s apartment, formerly their
shared home, to retrieve all of her
belongings. She throws everything
away in a nearby dumpster, barring a strap-on dildo she bought for
Maxine (Rebecca Henderson) as a
present.
Shirin has hit a rough patch,
though she is responding to it with
very little grace. She embarks on
the next chapter of her life armed
with sarcasm, an insatiable libido
and a master’s degree in journalism she refuses to use. But Shirin
is too wrought with agony over her
breakup with Maxine to function
like a healthy, hip Brooklynite.
Writer and director Akhavan essentially portrays a dumbed-down
version of herself in the movie.
Akhavan is conscious of her narcissistic tendencies but Shirin is less
so, and this is where the conflict
comes in. This is also what sets Appropriate Behavior apart from the
abundant shows and movies about
lost and lonely 20-somethings living in Brooklyn. Though some
viewers may find Shirin’s deadpan
irritating or poorly executed, Akhavan’s point comes across clearly—
Shirin’s disinterest is indicative of
her struggle with her identity.
“I’m dead inside,” she quips to
her best friend, played by Bored to
Death’s Halley Feiffer, over lunch.
“Can you tell just by looking at me
that I’m dead inside?” Crystal is
sympathetic, and upon hearing
that Shirin quit her job to cope with
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Akhavan, the second-generation daughter of two Iranian immigrants, completed her schooling at New York University.
her heartbreak full time, offers to
find her a job.
She ends up teaching a group
of rowdy 5-year-olds in Park Slope
about the craft of filmmaking. Her
new job also marks her hilarious
interactions with Ken, played by
Scott Adsit of 30 Rock fame. Ken
is her new boss and although appears sparingly throughout, he is
stoned out of his mind every time.
Shirin spends most of her free
time reminiscing about her relationship with Maxine, wonder-

ing why the two of them could not
make it work. What is obvious to
the viewer is impossible for Shirin
to fully understand—they are entirely incompatible. In fact, from
their first interaction, it is clear that
Maxine and Shirin embody two
very different sets of values.
Shirin’s Iranian parents introduced her to a set of life experiences absent from the American
narrative. For example, Maxine
discovers and is fascinated by the
Persian tradition of Chaharshanbe

Suri, a ritual in which people jump
over pits of fire as a metaphor for
starting anew. Shirin sarcastically
remarks, “Ew, you are totally having one of those ‘I’m dating an immigrant’ moments. Isn’t learning
about other cultures so fun and
enriching?”
The duality of Shirin’s identity,
her Persian upbringing that contrasts with her Bushwick lifestyle, is
the crux of all her problems. Likewise, because her family upholds
her to certain standards, she can-

Though some viewers may ﬁnd Shirin’s deadpan irritating or poorly executed, Akhavan’s point
comes across clearly—Shirin’s disinterest is indicative of her struggle with her identity.

not fully be herself around them.
Though she maintains a good relationship with them, she is not out
to them as bisexual. She wears the
bisexual badge proudly otherwise,
though Maxine often dismisses
her sexuality. “Don’t bother telling
your parents about us,” she says.
“I know you, and the more I think
about it, this is probably a phase.”
Motivated only partially by Maxine’s refusal to acknowledge the validity of her sexual orientation, Shirin comes out to her brother, who
accepts her but is less than pleased.
In what is perhaps the film’s most
poignant and well-executed scene,
she also comes out to her mother.
Her mother gives her a doting smile
and simply shushes her.
This moment is an actual turning point in her life in that it represents how she is able to bridge the
gap between her two selves without
completely alienating or isolating
either one. She begins to understand how to compromise, a skill
that will be very valuable to her as
she navigates the remainder of her
20s. Her relationship with Maxine
was a failure because neither of
them understood the importance
of compromise.
Appropriate Behavior ends with
Shirin and Crystal sitting on a train,
conversing happily. As the train
pulls into the station, Shirin looks
up and makes eye contact with
Maxine, who is standing outside on
the platform. She smiles and waves,
and Maxine does the same but does
not board.
Overall, the film is a fresh take
on an abundant cliche. Its weakest point is the lack of chemistry
between Akhavan and Henderson. Even if this is a cinematic tool
used to highlight the differences
between their characters, it still
makes their scenes together difficult to stomach.
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Science & Technology
E-readers before bed disrupt length and quality of user sleep

CALVIN RONG | THE TICKER

IPads were found to have a higher level of blue light emissions than other e-readers.
BY YING LI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

For many, reading a book before
going to sleep is a great idea. Some
may read from a physical book
while others opt for an e-reader or
smartphone. A new study lead by
Assistant Professor Anne-Marie
Chang at Pennsylvania State University found that reading off an
e-reader can negatively impact a
reader’s sleep.
In the research paper, Chang
commented that Americans have
experienced a steady decline in
general sleep quality over the past

few years. Ninety percent of Americans surveyed reported using an
electronic device at least one hour
before sleeping.
Chang concluded that the lack
of sleep is due in part by the light
emitted by these devices. The background lighting for the screens are
a strong source of blue light, a form
of light that causes people to become more alert and focused during the day.
According to www.medicalxpress.com, the researchers measured the level of brightness of
several devices. They sampled the
light emitted by the iPad, iPhone,

Implants treat paralysis
BY RALPH SCHNEIDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Injuries to the spinal cord, a
major part of the body’s central
nervous system, are among the
most debilitating injuries one can
endure. Research conducted by
the teams of Professors Stephanie
Lacour and Gregoire Courtine at
the Ecole Polytechnique Federale
de Lausanne, or EPFL, located in
Switzerland, looks to improve patient’s recoveries from these injuries and even grant the afflicted
the ability to walk again.
Previous attempts at spinal
“surface implants,” which are applied directly to the spinal cord,
have been met with complications
as they are not effective over long
periods of time. This is mainly due
to the rigid nature of the implant
itself, which, over time, may lead
to complications. Such difficulties
include inflammation and bodily
rejection, an immune response
from the body to a foreign material. What the research team has
developed may be a solution to the
issues facing current spinal cord
surface implants.
Their innovation is called the
e-Dura implant, named for the
membrane that the implant is
placed under, the dura mater. The
dura mater is the outermost protective layer of the central nervous
system, responsible for enclosing
the cerebrospinal fluid that surrounds the brain and spinal cord,
allowing the spine some flexibility.
That flexibility is precisely what
the researchers at EPFL wanted
to emulate with the e-Dura. Highlighted in the January 2015 issue of
the academic journal, Science, are
the initial tests of the e-Dura on
living hosts—paralyzed rats.
An established rehabilitation
protocol was employed, involving
electrical and chemical stimula-

tion of the spinal cord. These stimuli travel through structures in the
e-Dura called microfluidic channels for chemical stimulation and
electronic tracks of cracked gold
for electrical stimulation. These
channels lead to connectors that
relay the electric signals to the spinal cord. Flexible silicon composes the body of the e-Dura, made
to act like the surrounding tissue,
which is also relatively elastic.
This creates a sense of biocompatibility as reported by EPFL, so
that the implant is less likely to
be rejected by the body’s immune
system. When these e-Dura implants were applied to the spinal
cords of the paralyzed rats, the researchers at EPFL reported promising results. After a few weeks of
training with the implant, the rats
regained their locomotion and
were able to walk once again.
What might have been even
more rewarding for the team was
that the implant, unlike conventional spinal implants, left no visible spinal cord damage even after
two months of extensive testing.
The EPFL prides itself on this new
innovation, stating it took “expertise from a number of different areas,” utilizing science, engineering
and programming in its creation.
The institute is now looking to use
the e-Dura in human clinical trials
sometime in the near future and
that the results of this initial testing will be replicated.
The EPFL is already proposing the implant’s potential use in
patients with medical disabilities
such as epilepsy and Parkinson’s
disease. Of course, its effects on
humans with spinal cord injuries
and their rehabilitation process
still remain to be seen. However,
for the moment, the e-Dura is set
to bring a flash of optimism for
those who are currently afflicted
with spinal injuries.

Kindle, Kindle Fire and Nook Color.
They gathered that the Kindle ereader does not emit light, while
the iPad emits the most light. The
iPad was used as the e-reader for
the study.
In their research, Chang and
her team compared the sleeping patterns of 12 adults for two
weeks, separating them into
two conditions.
The participants either read
four hours on an iPad or four hours
from a hard copy of a book before
sleeping. The subjects were randomly divided into either the iPad
group or the hard-copy group. Subjects in both groups would read
from either book or device, with
the subjects alternating groups
by week.
The participants were allowed
to read anything as long as there
were no pictures or puzzles. The
participants read from 6 p.m. to
10 p.m. then slept from 10 p.m. to
6 a.m. The researchers collected
blood samples from each participants every hour to test the melatonin levels.
They used polysomnography, a
method that measures brain waves,
blood oxygen level, respiratory
rate and eye movement, to determine how long it took subjects to
fall asleep and the amount of time
spent in each sleep stage. The researchers utilized the Karolinska
Sleepiness Scale to measure nextmorning sleepiness.
The researchers observed that
the adults reading via an iPad took
10 times longer to fall asleep than
those who read from books. Ac-

cording to the study, there are
several downsides to reading from
an iPad. First, the readers have a
lower release of melatonin. Melatonin is the chemical that regulates
the sleep cycle, and an increasing amount leads to higher levels
of sleepiness. With less melatonin
release, the readers were less likely
to fall asleep. Because of this lack
of melatonin release, the readers’ circadian rhythm was also
delayed by one hour.
In the morning, the iPad readers
were sleepier and less alert even
after eight hours of sleep. The experimental group was also delayed
going into REM sleep by an hour,
and spent less time in REM sleep.
This resulted in reduced alertness
the next morning. “These effects
might be worse in the real world as
opposed to the controlled environment we used,” Chang commented
in a press release.
“It is important to further study
the effects of using light-emitting
devices, especially before bed, as
they may have longer term health
consequences.”
Students at Baruch College may
spend many nights studying or
looking at computers, but there are
some who also use the time for leisure reading.
When hearing about the negative effects of e-readers and other
electronic devices on sleep, there
appear to be two opposing views.
Kay Lee, a sophomore majoring in accounting, agrees with the
study. She stated, “[My] smartphone distracts me before I go to
sleep, so the continuation to use

smartphone delays my sleep time
day by day.”
Even if I do go to sleep early after
using my smartphone, I feel kind of
tired in the morning and my eyes
hurt,” she continued.
However, Faith Ko, a sophomore
majoring in international business,
does not believe that the devices
can negatively impact a person’s
sleep. When asked about her views,
she stated “a person’s sleep depends on their physical or mental
situation” and not because of the
method of reading.
Zizen Pan, sophomore majoring
in accounting, also does not believe
that an e-reader can make a strong
negative impact on a person’s sleep
quality. On the contrary, she reported that using an e-reader actually helped her sleep.
“Reading articles and browsing
through social media helps me fall
asleep,” Pan said.
Even though multiple studies
have found that e-readers can negatively affect the circadian rhythm
and sleep habits, the effects may be
different when applied to the real
world. Some, like Pan, use readers because they report it actually
helps them sleep instead of preventing or delaying it.
One thing to note about the
study is the time that subjects spent
reading; individuals in the study
read for four hours, using either
hard copy or digital e-readers. The
lengthy time may be different for
individuals in real-life situations
thereby affecting the level of tiredness felt and the effects of e-readers
on sleep.

Telltale Games: Choice among choices

ANSON CHAN

For those looking to get their
fill of the Borderlands experience
but don’t want to invest hours
searching for loot, there is Tales
from the Borderlands. The developer, Telltale Games, is probably
best known for making intricate
worlds and stories serious in nature and tone, such as The Walking
Dead or The Wolf Among Us. Yet
Tales from the Borderlands takes
a different approach; it takes the
same gameplay mechanics from
previous Telltale games but with
the dark humor and setting that
Borderlands fans should feel at
home with.
While there is a very limited
ability for Rhys, the main protagonist, to walk around and explore
the world there are elements that
Telltale added to the game. Rhys
does have a benefit that no other
characters in previous Telltale
games has had in that he has a robotic eye that allows him to scan
most things in the environment,
allowing the player to find various
Borderlands tidbits and trivia. A
perfect example: the kind of portapotty the people of Pandora use.
The robotic eye may be useful
for newcomers to the series, but
most of the game revolves around
waiting until Rhys talks to someone at which point the player can
choose between four options that

dictate what Rhys will say or do
next. Though this may make the
game seem like a glorified movie, the choices that are available
tend to add up to allow the player
to make changes to the narrative
as a whole.
The player gets to encounter a
cast of colorful characters, all with
the same dark, morally murky and
yet quirky sense of Borderlands
humor. As mentioned earlier, the
player’s choices affect just what
kind of humor will be encountered. Even the main character is
morally ambiguous; at some point
he steals his boss’ car, but the player can choose what kind of attitude
Rhys has while stealing the vehicle.
Part of the Borderlands tradition is gratuitous and over-the-top
violence, and the game delivers
a lot of it. Throughout Rhys’ adventures, the player has the opportunity to watch someone getting thrown out of a space station,
call in a robot that subsequently
crushes a bandit and makes a
huge mess of things, and plenty
of dismemberment.
Alternatively, for those who
want a more serious Telltale game,
there is Game of Thrones. While
it doesn’t follow any main character from the show or books in
particular, the character that the
player controls still appears during major events and notable locations. Unlike Tales from the Borderlands, Game of Thrones somewhat relies on the player to have a
small degree of knowledge about
the universe.
While there is a list of notable
characters and their backstory in
the game, it requires the player
to go to a separate menu. Despite
that, Game of Thrones is still fairly
easy to follow from a story perspective even if it is the player’s
first foray into the universe.
Graphically, the game takes a

different approach from the cellshaded graphics that exist in every other Telltale game. Instead,
Game of Thrones opts for a more
realistic, watercolor-painting look.
While it does make characters and
environments look more realistic if they are the focus of the action, it also makes it more noticeable that characters move somewhat stiffly, especially in fighting
and action sequences.
Despite that, it would not be a
Game of Thrones game without
lots of stabbing, and the game delivers plenty of stabbing. Within
the first 10 minutes of the game,
the player character goes from being a squire at a party to witnessing a grisly ambush where most of
the characters that were just introduced have a chance of dying, depending on the player’s actions.
Like all the other Telltale games,
Game of Thrones is an on-the-rails
story experience where the game
follows a character and allows the
player to make choices in how they
respond in their interactions with
other characters. Game of Thrones
does have more action sequences
than most of the other Telltale
games, even if the action sequences are quick-time events where
the player must follow on-screen
prompts to make the character
execute actions. These are usually
time-sensitive, with players pressing buttons in quick succession to
avoid death.
Though both Tales from the
Borderlands and Game of Thrones
are great storytelling experiences,
it should be noted that the player
doesn’t have much of a choice in
terms of having direct control of
the character. The character will
still always fall into the ambush or
manage to insult everyone within
hearing distance, but at least the
player always has the choice of
what the insult is.
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Different allergens have varied reaction thresholds for people
BY SARINA CODELIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When food shopping, consumers are advised to read the nutrition
label before purchasing an item.
There are many reasons for this as
some people may be monitoring
their sugar intake while others may
be analyzing the sodium content.
But one thing is for sure: increasing
amounts of people are watching
out for the allergy alerts in the fine
print of the ingredients.
Labels like “contains peanuts”
are easy enough: it simply means
the product contains peanuts.
However, the confusion begins
when manufactures put labels such
as “may contain peanuts” or “made
in a facility that processes peanuts.”
Such labels are ambiguous and can
leave the consumer confused and
ultimately discouraged from buying the product.
Food allergies are serious, and
it is imperative for consumers to
understand if their food contains
an allergen. An allergy is when the
body’s immune system mistakes
a benign object, the allergen, as a
threat. The body takes action, producing symptoms such as vomiting, diarrhea, hives, increased heart
rate and swelling of the mouth and
throat. Sometimes these reactions
can be life-threatening and require
immediate medical attention.
Without a standard in labels and
constant ambiguity, consumers are
more likely to be discouraged from
buying certain products. Researchers at the University of Manchester
set up an experiment to find out
how much of an allergen it takes
for the most sensitive 10 percent of
people to reach their threshold.
Although there are many different kinds of food allergens, some
are much more prevalent than
others. In this experiment, the five
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Peanuts rank among the ﬁve most common food-based allergens in Europe, along with hazelnuts, celery, ﬁsh and shrimp.
most common allergens in Europe
were tested: peanuts, hazelnuts,
celery, fish and shrimp. Patients
were gathered from the EuroPrevall
birth cohort, community surveys
and outpatient clinic studies to be
tested with their respective allergens. EuroPrevall birth cohort is
a research project that studies the
prevalence and causes of food allergies in the European population.
The patients ranged from children
to adults.
The experiment was to give
people low-dose, double-blind,
placebo-controlled, food challenges with the food they are allergic to.
Therefore, the subjects tested did
not know when they were receiving
the allergen or a placebo. The test
groups were given in low doses of

allergens in order to measure the
accuracy and sensitivity of the reaction. The person distributing the
allergen and placebo also did not
know when the person was receiving the actual allergen. The subjects
were divided into three studies, A,
B and C.
According to the lab report,
Study A patients had either a positive case history or potential allergic reaction to one of the five foods
or were sensitized to the five foods,
or had a positive skin prick test response without clear clinical tolerance to the sensitized food. Study
B patients had a positive case history of reactions for one of the five
tested foods and an increase in specific IgE levels in their bloodstream.
IgE levels are a measure of immu-

Closing eyes aids effective recollection
BY HASIN ISHRAQUE
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

It’s a common social phenomenon that, when attempting to recall
information, individuals may close
their eyes to “think” and attempt to
remember that vital memory. So
prevalent is the action that it has
warranted quite a few studies, with
the studies imploring on the social
implications and effectiveness of
this action during memory recall.
The latest of such research is a
study conducted by a team of scientists at the University of Surrey
in the United Kingdom that found
that closing one’s eyes truly does
improve memory recall. The study
was not originally conducted for
this specific purpose; rather, the
researchers had originally set out
to find out whether building rapport with the questioner would improve recall with the questioned.
The researchers held two separate experiments in order to ascertain the validity of their hypothesis.
Experiment 1 involved 66 participants from the local area and from
Surrey campus. The subjects were
randomly divided into four separate test conditions. These conditions were based upon whether
or not the participants would be
allowed to build rapport with the
interviewer and dependent upon
if the participants would have their
eyes open or closed throughout
the process.
The facilitators of the rapport
group built their respective bonds
with participants by asking them
questions about their lives and
then creating a perception of interest based on the responses given.
Facilitators of the non-rapport
group asked the same set of questions but simply recorded answers
as opposed to asking participants
for further detail or by attempting
to relate to the participant.

All participants watched the
same video clip of “an electrician entering a property, carrying
out some jobs, and stealing some
items,” as stated in the research
paper. Subjects were asked to recall specific visual details of the
video when prompted by the facilitators. The facilitators asked a
list of 17 questions and recorded
the answers.
Analysis of the post-experiment
data did not find a significant connection between interviewer-subject rapport and memory recall.
However, there was a significant
correlation between the “eyesclosed” group and recall.
Both non-rapport and rapport
groups that had their eyes closed
achieved better levels of recall
than their “eyes-open” counterparts. Like in the first experiment,
participants were also asked
about their comfort levels during
the proceedings.
Participants were also asked
about their comfort levels. Subjects reported feeling more comfortable in the eyes-closed groups
when they had built a rapport
with the facilitator, yet feeling
more uncomfortable when they
had not established that personal
connection. In order to better
verify and expand upon their results, the researchers set up a second, larger experiments, aimed
in design to test not only visual
recall but auditory recall as well.
As such, 112 participants were
recruited for the purposes of the
second experiment.
Participants were shown a
different video clip of the show
Crimewatch, a popular BBC program covering real criminal cases. This time, participants were
asked 20 questions, 10 based
on auditory information and 10
on visual details.
Results were similar to the first

experiment, with rapport once
again having a weak connection
to successful information recall.
Likewise, the eyes-closed group
once again performed better with
recollection than the eyes-open
group. However, note that there
was a role that rapport played
when comparing forms of information recall: rapport allowed
participants to better remember
visual information than auditory
information.
Oddly enough, subjects were
more likely to wrongly recall visual information than auditory
information. In the meantime,
the number of “don’t know” answers received on auditory-based
questions exceeded don’t know
answers received on visual-based
questions. Subject comfort was
also recorded during this experiment; responses were generally
identical to the first.
Perhaps related to the criminal-based programming shown to
the test subjects, the results of the
study actually holds weight with
regard to conducting interviews after crime scenes have been established. Based on the information
given, investigators may want to
build a rapport with the individual
under question in order to secure a
certain level of comfort. However,
based on the study, they would
definitely be more inclined to ask
participants to close their eyes
when recalling information.
For students, eye closure during examinations may provide that
extra bit of help when trying to remember information from the previous night’s cramming session.
Nonetheless, the researchers do
note the limitations of the study.
They noted that during high-stress
situations, like investigations, the
same rules and conditions might
not apply to anyone trying to
recall information.

noglobulin, or antibodies, in the
body. The level of antibodies becomes elevated when the immune
system suspects a benign foreign
protein is harmful.
Study C was selected exclusively
based on criterion of a positive
case history of an allergic reaction to one of the five foods being
tested. However, the researchers
ensured that none of the patients
tested had a history of anaphylaxis.
Anaphylaxis is an acute, life-threatening allergic reaction. Symptoms
of anaphylaxis include but are not
limited to: hives, sneezing, itching
and swelling of the throat, shortness of breath, weak pulse, shock,
vomiting, diarrhea, dizziness and/
or fainting.
The allergen was delivered to

the patient via food consumed. The
amount of allergen given increased
as each time interval of 20 minutes progressed. After consuming
the allergen, patients had to have
a reaction within two hours after
the last dose. The starting dose
was 3 micrograms and went up to
a cumulative dose of 1 to 6 grams
of protein depending on the food.
If patients had a reaction that occurred for about 45 minutes or
was severe, the allergy challenge
would stop.
Out of the five foods used in the
experiment, four had similar dose
distributions; 1.6 to 10.1 milligrams
of hazelnuts, peanuts and celery
triggered a reaction in the most
sensitive patients. Fish values were
slightly higher, with 27.3 milligrams
producing a reaction while shrimp
was the outlier of the five, having a
value of 2.5 grams of protein. With
these findings, scientists have a
much clearer understanding of the
threshold for people with allergies.
Although there are many more
ingredients and proteins to study
and research, this experiment has
opened a door that will change the
livelihood of people. With more
information about allergies available, corporations will be able to
appeal to a larger demographic of
people by ensuring that their food
is safe, or at least contain proper
warning labels for consumers
with high levels of sensitivity to
certain products.
According to a study conducted
by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in 2013, there has
been a 50 percent increase of food
allergies in children from 1997
to 2011. Food allergies are on the
rise, especially in younger generations. Therefore, this new finding
will hopefully lead to more knowledge and precaution for those
with allergies.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: PRESIDENT’S DAY

JAN-FEB 2015
MON

26
TUES

27
WED

28
THURS

29
FRI

30
SAT

31
SUN

1

ACROSS
1. Cookie amount
6. “You betcha!”
9. Bartenders split these
13. Ancient Greeks’ assembly
area
14. Snake-like reef dweller
15. Gent or guy
16. Salad dressing vessel
17. African grazer
18. *Truman’s “State of the
_____” was ﬁrst one on TV
19. *”Return to Normalcy”
President
21. *Uniform __ Holiday Act
23. A Beatle bride
24. Cowboy’s prod
25. Egg cells
28. Wisecrack
30. Old fashioned expression
of disapproval
35. Bruce Wayne in “The
Dark Night”
37. Chinese dynasty from
960 to 1279
39. High-strung
40. Jessica _ of “Dark Angel”
41. Kind of test
43. Stake driver
44. *The nation did this in
Nov. ‘63 with Jackie
46. Saintly glow
47. Stack

Acclimate to New York II
1:30-3 p.m. | CUNY Graduate Center, 365 Fifth Ave, Room 9204 | Free
TRU Reading Series*
7-9 p.m. | VC, Engelman Recital Hall | Free
Mastering Social Media*
2:15-3:15 p.m. | LaGuardia Community College, Room B114 | Free
From Ferguson to New York*
6-9 p.m. | CUNY School of Law, Auditorium | Free | Registration required
Women’s Basketball: Baruch vs. York*
6 p.m. | York College, 94-20 Guy R. Brewer Blvd. | Free
Information Session: Graduate programs at School of Public Aﬀairs
6-7:30 p.m. | VC 14-270 | Free
Segal Film Festival on Theatre and Performance*
10 a.m.-8:30 p.m. | CUNY Graduate Center, 365 Fifth Ave, Room 9204 | Free
Art Gallery Exhibit: “Jozsef Jakovits”*
10 a.m.-7 p.m. | Queensborough Community College, Art Gallery | Free
SmartPitch 2015 Kickoﬀ Event
9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. | 151 E. 25th St., Rooms 750 and 760 | Free

Stuff, I think

48. Bracelet for the arm
50. “Scene one, ____ one”
52. Feather glue?
53. Cleanse
55. Bird-to-be
57. *”He Kept Us Out of War”
was his slogan
60. *He hailed from Hope
64. BBQ spot
65. Building addition
67. Dry white Italian wine
from Verona
68. Tim or Woody
69. *George H. W. Bush led it
in the ‘70s
70. “The Lego Movie” hero
71. Join together by heating
72. Barbie’s beau
73. Nostradamus and
Tiresias, e.g.
DOWN
1. “Cello Suite No. 1”
composer
2. Site of Taj Mahal
3. ____ of duty
4. Belief
5. Detesting
6. Safecracker
7. Even, to a poet
8. Like Raphael’s cherubs
9. Be inclined
10. Hipbones
11. Clever tactic
12. ___ Gabriel
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15. Non-competitive race
20. White _____
22. Not safe in baseball
24. Having physical sensation
25. *”Change We Can Believe
In” President
26. Courage in face of danger
27. Vinyl collectible
29. *”No Child Left Behind”
President
31. Impermanent employee
32. Characteristic
33. Throat dangler
34. *”Tippecanoe and _ Too”
36. Anglo-Saxon nobility
title
38. Apple variety
42. Bumpkin
45. *President Ford’s VP
49. Chinese “way”
51. Knights’ breastplates
54. T-shirt style
56. Fairytale garden dweller
57. Whip lash mark
58. It shall, for short
59. Behaved like Pinocchio
60. Family or kin
61. Like a broken horse
62. Last word in radio
transmission
63. They now play in
Brooklyn
64. “Hand” with claws
66. *George Washington
couldn’t tell one?

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

FALL 2014 ISSUE 12

Men’s Basketball: Baruch vs. Medgar Evers
7:30 p.m. | VC Main Gym | Free
Monk-in-Motion: Marquis Hill*
7:30 p.m. | BMCC, 199 Chambers St. | $15/$25
Asian Art: 40 Years - 1974 to 2014*
Noon-5 p.m. | Queensborough Community College, Art Gallery | Free
Peter and the Vegetable Garden*
3-4:30 p.m. | Queens College, LeFrak Hall | Free | Registration required
Naturaleza Muerta*
Noon-5 p.m. | Queensborough Community College, Art Gallery | Free
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
TIP OF THE WEEK
It is a new semester, so it is time to update your Starr Search profile. Be sure to update the
profile at the start of every semester so that your accurate GPA, major and academic year
are reflected. Doing so will ensure that you are eligible for internships and positions of
interest that are listed in the system.

Upcoming Events
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING WORKSHOP
Jan. 28 I 12:30-2 p.m. I VC 2-190
Juniors and seniors, get a jumpstart on your careers. Students must
attend an OCR workshop to qualify for on-campus recruiting.
WRITING WINNING RESUMES
Jan. 29 I 12:30-2 p.m. I VC 2-190
For students who are putting together their ﬁrst resume or who
want to strengthen their current one.

In Focus
SPRING 2015 UNDERGRADUATE JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR

Feb. 6 | Noon-4 p.m. | VC, Main Gym
The Spring 2015 Job and Internship Fair will feature top ﬁrms and nonproﬁt/governmental agencies. All
Baruch College undergraduate students interested in obtaining an internship or employment opportunity
should attend. Prior to the fair, you want to make sure that you have a strategic plan as to which organizations you want to visit. Additionally, research the organizations to have a better idea of what opportunities
they have available as well as what they do. Remember to have your resume reviewed so you can put your
best foot forward. Print several copies of your resume to present to employers. Remember to dress appropriately; men should wear suits and ties and women should wear suits or dresses with jackets.

RESUME RUSH
Feb. 3 I 12:30-2:30 p.m. I VC 2-190
Come anytime during this four-hour block to get feedback on your
resume and spruce it up before Friday’s big job fair.
JOB AND INTERNSHIP FAIR
Feb. 6 I Noon-4 p.m. I VC, Main Gym
Mark your calendar, get your resume reviewed, and practice your
personal pitch in advance of the major career fair of the spring.
For a full listing of events and to RSVP, go to Starr Search.

Internship Cafe
Sesame Workshop (Paid)
SPRING 2015 STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
AND DEVELOPMENT INTERNSHIP
Sesame Workshop is the
nonproﬁt educational organization behind Sesame Street which
reaches 156 million children
across more than 150 countries.
The Workshop’s mission is to use
the educational power of media
to help children everywhere grow
smarter, stronger and kinder.
Delivered through a variety of
platforms, including television
programs, digital experiences,
books and community engagement, its research-based programs are tailored to the needs

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

of the communities and countries
they serve.
Responsibilities include conducting prospect research; providing administrative support
for the department; maintaining
integrity of saleforce database;
assisting with development of
marketing and sales materials;
providing support in preparation
of trips, such as brieﬁng books
and itineraries; and assisting with
special projects as needed.
To learn more and apply,
log into STARR Search (Job ID #
72909).

Peer Corner
Interview Skills: The Last Question
By Lisa Huang, Peer for Career
When conducting an interview,
the interviewer will most likely ask
the candidate, “Do you have any
questions for me?”
Although this question may
be a relief to hear because it signals the close of the interview, it
is important to understand how
a few thoughtful questions can
set you apart from other interviewees. Not only does it provide an opportunity to show
your enthusiasm for the position
but it also is a chance to demonstrate how well you ﬁt within the
company culture.

You should prepare close to 20
intelligent questions in order to
foresee the possibility that your
interviewer will answer a few during the course of the interview.
Starr or an Internet search can
help you to ﬁnd thoughtful questions. Remember that the questions reﬂect your preparation and
interest in the position. Asking
around ﬁve or six questions can
spark conversation that will distinguish you. Avoid anything too
personal about the interviewer’s
background, inquiries that could
sound negative or questions that
are too presumptuous about your
chances of receiving the oﬀer.
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Sports
Baruch men’s basketball team in total control of conference
BY REYNALDO CARRASCO
SPORTS EDITOR

Baruch College’s men’s basketball team has been nearly invincible during the first half of its
2014-2015 season as it sits atop the
CUNYAC with a 12-4 record. The
team’s 3-1 start was no fluke. It has
been unstoppable at home with
an 8-0 record in the Athletics and
Recreation Center and competitive
on the road with a 4-3 record. After a win against Stevens Ducks on
Dec. 3, the team played the Hunter
Hawks on Dec. 5.
Contests between the Bearcats
and Hawks are always intense, and
this was another classic matchup
between the two clubs. Though
Baruch won 73-67, the game was
not decided until the final minutes.
Hunter guard Brian Kruger kept the
game close as he made a three to
cut Baruch’s lead to three with 35
seconds left. The Bearcats were not
fazed by Kruger’s heroics and kept
their cool as they knocked down
5-of-6 from the free-throw line to
ice the game. Forwards Granville
Gittens and Chimaechi Ekekeugbor
were the Bearcats’ star performers
as Gittens finished the night with
16 points and 11 rebounds while
Ekekeugbor totaled 16 points and
eight rebounds.
The Bearcats continued their
impressive play on Dec. 9 with
an 81-70 win over the Staten Island Dolphins. The Dolphins have
been one of the conference’s better
teams in recent years and kept the
game close in the first half as they
held a 32-30 advantage by halftime.
Although it seemed as though they

were in control, the Dolphins were
quickly dispatched by the Bearcats
in the second half. Baruch railed
off a 21-2 run halfway through the
second half thanks to their torrid
shooting and dominant presence
on the boards. Gittens was in total
control throughout the game as
he dropped 25 points and grabbed
13 rebounds while his teammate,
guard Ryan Markoe, scored a career-high 17 points to go along with
two steals.
CUNYAC opponents were no
trouble for the Bearcats in December as Baruch crushed the York
Cardinals 62-49 on Dec. 12. The
Bearcats controlled the pace of the
game with their frenzied defense
as the Cardinals finished the evening shooting 29.3 percent from
the field. Gittens led Baruch with
23 points and 10 while Ekekeugbor
followed him with 18 points and 11
rebounds. Markoe was a defensive
terror that night as well, stealing
the ball four times.
The Bearcats could not continue
their incredible play down south,
though. They traveled to Ashland,
Virginia, on Dec. 29, for the Randolph-Macon Kay Jewelers Holiday
Classic to play against the Salisbury
Seagulls and the Randolph-Macon
Yellow Jackets.
Their first game of the event
ended in defeat as the Bearcats
fell to the Seagulls 65-51. It was an
extremely close game as Baruch
played their opponents to 37-37
well into the second half. Although
both teams struggled to score, the
Seagulls managed to create some
separation by going on a 9-2 run to
go up 46-39. Gittens was the lone

Bearcat in double-figures as he finished the game with 23 points, five
rebounds and three steals.
Baruch’s Southern woes continued the following day as they lost
to the Yellow Jackets 80-65. The No.
22-ranked Yellow Jackets had their
way on the defensive end as they
forced the Bearcats to shoot 36.8
percent from the field. Furthermore, they built up their own lead
thanks to some hot three-point
shooting; they finished the evening
8-of-20 from three. Ekekeugbor and
guard Bryler Paige led the way for
the Bearcats with 15 points each.
Baruch made up for the minislump by running through six consecutive victories as soon as they
returned back to New York. They
opened the New Year with an 82-55
rout over the Medgar Evers Cougars on Jan. 3. The Bearcats’ offense
was running on all cylinders as they
flew to a 20-2 lead to start the game.
Ekekeugbor was the high-man
for the Bearcats once again as he
scored a career-high 18 points and
nabbed three steals.
The Bearcats continued their
red-hot shooting with a 77-54 win
over the John Jay Bloodhounds on
Jan. 6. Baruch ran John Jay out of
the ARC Arena by shooting 54.7
percent for the game. Paige led all
Bearcats by scoring a career-high
16 points while guards Raymond
De La Cruz and Edward Roscigno
each tallied 13 points.
Jan. 10 was Alumni Day at the
ARC Arena, and the Bearcats did
not disappoint as they felled the
Brooklyn Bulldogs 85-74. Although
Baruch held a narrow 33-32 lead
by halftime, they opened the sec-

Men’s volleyball team prepares for 2015
BY BRIAN MCMAHON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baruch College’s men’s volleyball team is feeling confident
coming into 2015 after going undefeated in the CUNYAC last season, as they won their sixth straight
conference championship.
Coming off a successful 2014
season, which ended in a firstround loss in the NCAA tournament to Stevens Institute of Technology, the Bearcats are starting
the year off ranked 13th in the Preseason Division III Coaches Poll.
Second-year head coach Danial Levent’s top priority is securing another conference championship, but he also has hopes of
competing with the nation’s best
teams, something he believes the
Bearcats are capable of. He said,
“I think our team can hang with
anyone, it’s just a matter of how we
play on our side of the court.”
Levent does not shy away from
saying he has aspirations of making an impact in the NCAA tournament but remains focused on
gradually improving the program,
stating, “When you start coaching
you are creating your own culture,
and we’re adding to it each day.”
In his first year in charge, Levent, a three-time CUNYAC Tournament MVP as a player at Baruch
from 2006-2009, guided the team
to a 27-11 record while instilling
confidence and focus in his team.
“He is very good at making sure we
keep our eyes on the prize,” said
Nick Smith, referring to Levent.
Levent will rely on a core of experienced players to replace the
holes left by last season’s Player of
the Year Jack McKee and CUNYAC
First Team selection Steven Coniglio. One of those players is Chris
Kaimis, who was named First Team
All-Conference a year ago after ac-

cumulating 309 kills, fourth-most
in the conference.
The player setting up Kaimis for
those kills, Scott Standring, should
be poised for another stellar season after leading the CUNYAC with
9.34 assists per game in 2014. Junior Brady Ambro also contributed
in last year’s conference championship game against York College,
and will likely have an increased
role with the departure of McKee.
Levent also feels the freshmen
and transfers who joined the team
will be able to make contributions,
notably sophomore Braden Carter,
a 6-foot-9-inch middle blocker.
Though the team played well
in the preseason, they did not escape it unscathed. Two middle
blockers, including Carter, fell to
injury, forcing Levent to shift a few
players into positions they do not
normally play.
Despite that, Levent cautiously
said the team looked pretty good
in the preseason, mentioning
chemistry and a high volleyball IQ
as strengths of the squad.
The Bearcats made it to the
championship games of both the
preseason tournaments they competed in, a promising sign to Nick
Smith, an outside hitter who hopes
to make up for missing nearly all
of last season with a strong senior
year. Smith has been pleased with
the way the team has been serving
and passing, which he said are essential to winning.
With the first two games of the
season being against tenth-ranked
Elmira College and first-ranked Juniata College, Smith is welcoming
the role of underdog. “Being the
little guy and going up against Goliath is exciting,” he said.
Both games took place on Jan.
24 at Juniata College in Huntington, Pennsylvania, and could be
very telling of the type of season
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Brian Coniglio has steadily improved.
the Bearcats will have.
Though Baruch will have to
play underdog at times this season,
with seven of the country’s top 15
teams on their schedule, they are
still the team to beat in the CUNYAC. Traditionally, Hunter College
provides the biggest challenge for
Baruch within the conference, but
in recent years, York and Brooklyn
College have proven to be legitimate threats to the Bearcats.
Still, having not lost a game in
the conference since 2012, Baruch
is a favorite to win yet another CUNYAC championship.
Fans can get their first look at
the Bearcats in their home opener
Feb. 11 when they take on York in
a rematch of last year’s conference
championship, which Baruch won
in four sets.
Of the team’s chemistry and
the culture that Levent is trying
to create, he said, “It’s definitely
getting better, but it is still a work
in progress.”

ond half with a 10-2 run to gain
control of the contest. De La Cruz
was a flame-thrower that Saturday
afternoon as he went 7-of-9 from
the three-point line on his way to
scoring a career-high 27 points.
Gittens was right behind him with
17 points and six rebounds.
The Bearcats would have the
toughest game of the season a couple days afterward as they defeated
the TCNJ Lions 65-63. The first half
was a struggle for Baruch as they
were down 32-22 by its end. The
Lions could not keep the Bearcats
down in the second half though.
Baruch’s key contributors came
alive in the game’s closing minutes
to seal the win for the Bearcats. Gittens led all scorers with 21 points
and seven rebounds while Roscigno trailed him with 11 points
and 11 rebounds. The Bearcats followed their intense match against
the Lions with a strong showing
against the Lehman Lightning on
Jan. 14. Baruch crushed Lehman
81-62 thanks to some hot shooting
and the dominance of their frontcourt. The combination of Gittens,
Ekekeugbor and center Brian McMahon finished the night with 44
points, 19 rebounds and six blocks.
The last win of the streak came
against the CCNY Beavers on Jan.
16 as the Bearcats won 75-61. The
Beavers kept things tight in the first
half as they were only down 32-26
by halftime. The Bearcats managed
to pull the win thanks to a timely
9-0 run in the middle of the second
half to break the game open at 4131. Ekekeugbor led all Baruch players with 15 points while Gittens and
Paige both totaled 14 points.
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Ryan Markoe has been a defensive ace.
Baruch’s streak came to an end
on Jan. 19 as the Wesleyan Cardinals grabbed a 62-55 victory against
the Bearcats. It was a defensive slog
through the first 15 minutes as Baruch entered the second half holding a 21-16 lead. At one point in the
second half, it seemed as though
the Bearcats would pull off a win as
they led 42-33 with 10 minutes left.
The Cardinals stayed the course,
though, and executed their defense
perfectly to snatch the victory. Gittens, Paige and Roscigno each led
the way for the Bearcats in scoring
with 12 points apiece.
With the season nearing its end,
Baruch seems primed for a deep
playoff run. No team in the CUNYAC has been able to crack the
Bearcats’ defensive schemes yet.
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After early season skid, Bearcats reach first place in CUNYAC
BY REYNALDO CARRASCO
SPORTS EDITOR

After getting off to a lackluster
1-3 start to their season, Baruch
College’s women’s basketball team
has righted the ship. They have
gone 7-1 over the past eight games
to take the top spot in the CUNYAC. There seems to be no end
in sight for their success as they
are currently riding an eight-game
win-streak. After falling to the topranked Farleigh Dickinson University Florham Devils, the Bearcats
returned to their winning ways
with a dominant showing against
the Hunter Hawks.
Baruch faced off against the
Hunter College Hawks on Dec. 5

and came out on top with a 7550 victory. The Bearcats’ defense
was as suffocating as usual as the
Hawks were held to 25.9 percent
shooting from the field. Baruch
guard Francess Henry led the way
for the Bearcats with 19 points and
six rebounds while her teammate,
guard Veronica Ganzi, followed her
with 18 points and four assists.
The Bearcats continued their
great play with a 75-60 win over the
College of Staten Island Dolphins
on Dec. 9. The Dolphins played the
Bearcats closely for a few minutes
in the first half, until Baruch broke
the game open with a 14-0 run.
In the second half, Staten Island
would cut the lead to as little as 5,
but Baruch stayed firm in their at-
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Iyana Abrams has been great at distributing the ball this season.

tack. Forward Sheridan Taylor led
all Bearcats with 23 points and 16
rebounds while Henry trailed her
with 21 points and six rebounds.
After taking a game on the
road, the Bearcats returned to the
Athletics and Recreation Center
for matchup against the York College Cardinals on Dec. 12. Baruch
was all business that evening as
the Bearcats led from the opening
buzzer and defeated the Cardinals
handily with a 93-52 victory. The
Bearcats’ defense was on another
level as they scored 41 points on
33 turnovers by their opponent.
Forward Alicea Ulmer led the team
with 19 points and 12 rebounds
while forward Symone Green and
Taylor each tallied 15 points.
After routing the Cardinals, the
Bearcats traveled to Montclair, New
Jersey, for the Sheraton Parsippany
Holiday Tournament on Dec. 28.
The first game of the event ended in
a 62-72 loss for Baruch at the hands
of the Montclair State University
Red Hawks. It was a hotly contested game, and the Bearcats came
very close to pulling an upset as
they were only down two with two
minutes left in the game. The Red
Hawks refused to let the Bearcats
snatch the win away and closed
the game on a 10-2 run to seal their
win. Henry led all Bearcats with 16
points and three blocks while Taylor was right behind her with 14
points and seven rebounds.
The Bearcats made up for their
disappointing loss the following
day with a 63-57 victory over the Illinois Wesleyan University Titans.
Baruch quickly found itself down
11 through the first half. However,
they railed off 17 straight points
after a timeout.
They entered the second half
with a 33-29 lead and that small bit
of separation proved to be enough
for the Bearcats as their defense

shut down the Titans. Taylor had
another outstanding showing with
20 points and 14 rebounds while
Ganzi was right behind her with 18
points and two rebounds.
The Bearcats returned to New
York with newfound confidence as
they dominated the Medgar Evers
College Cougars with a 96-27 victory on Jan. 3. Six Baruch players
reached double figures in scoring
when all was said and done. Ganzi
led all scorers with 21 points while
guard Kristen Podlovits and forward Ashika Kuruvilla each totaled
14 points.
Baruch faced their toughest
challenge of the season in the days
following when they met the Desales University Bulldogs on Jan.
5. Though the Bearcats would pull
out a 69-63 win, they had to do so
in overtime. The Bulldogs piled on
the pressure for the entire game as
their defense held the Bearcats in
check for nearly 40 minutes.
The Bearcats are no slouches
on the defensive end as well and
were able to come back from a seven-point deficit to send the game
into overtime. Baruch was in complete control in the extra period as
they held the Bulldogs to only five
points. Henry and Ganzi both led
the way for the Bearcats with 14
points apiece.
The Bearcats returned home to
crush another opponent. On Tuesday, Jan. 6 they defeated the John
Jay College Bloodhounds 85-47. It
was another wire-to-wire victory
for the Bearcats, however, this time
it was fueled by a fast-paced offensive attack. The Bearcats assisted
on 29 of their 34 made baskets to
run away with the victory. Ganzi
led all scorers with 18 points and
two steals while Abrams and Ulcer
trailed her with 12 points each.
Baruch continued its torrid pace
on offense on Saturday, Jan. 10 with

an 84-60 victory over the Brooklyn
Bulldogs. Brooklyn kept the game
competitive for most of the first half
until Baruch closed the half on a
20-7 run to break the game open.
The Bulldogs would be unable to
overcome the deficit in the second
half. Abrams and Henry led the
Bearcats with 15 points each while
Ulmer trailed them with 14 points
and eight rebounds.
The Bearcats continued their
outstanding play with a 70-56 win
over the Lehman Lightning on
Wednesday, Jan. 14. Baruch’s defense shined throughout the game
as they limited Lehman to just 30
percent shooting from the field.
Taylor led her team with 20 points
and 11 rebounds while Henry and
Ganzi each added 16 points.
Baruch was back in action by
Jan. 16 and came out on top again
with an 83-57 win against the City
College of New York Beavers. The
Bearcats took control of the game
as soon as it started as they ran off
to a 16-0 lead. Baruch dominated
the boards all night and restricted
the Beavers’ offensive attack for
the entire game. Henry finished
her night with 20 points and eight
rebounds while Ganzi trailed her
with 17 points and three steals.
The eighth win of the Bearcats’
streak came against the Richard
Stockton College of New Jersey
Ospreys on Jan. 19. They quickly
jumped to a 31-20 first-half lead
and were able to hold off the Ospreys for a 56-52 victory. Henry
had another solid outing, this time
finishing with 17 points and 10 rebounds while Taylor had a monster
12 point, 18 rebound game.
With the postseason quickly
approaching, the Bearcats appear to be invincible against every other CUNYAC team. They
look poised to bring home
another championship.
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New York teams left out of playoffs as chaotic NFL season ends

STEPHEN ELLIOTT
The 2014-2015 NFL season had
its fill of spectacles, surprises and
media circuses. The year began
with a series of heartaches, as Ray
Rice and Adrian Peterson’s suspensions for domestic violence led to
harsh criticism of and public outcry
against the league. Many were calling for Roger Goodell’s head, demanding he resign for the league’s
apparent mishandling of Rice’s
case given the existence of footage that clearly showed his brutal
crime. From that point forward,
teams took notice of the public’s
response to domestic violence and
cracked down on other violators,
though many believed it was too
little too late. Luckily for football
fans, the year’s rocky beginning did
not reflect on the field.
What makes football so special
is the “any given Sunday” attitude,
that no matter who plays, statistics
and expectations are hardly indicators of who will pull out the win.
No teams highlight this more than
the two teams in the Super Bowl,
the Seattle Seahawks and the New
England Patriots.
And no two teams fell shorter
of their fans’ expectations than the
New York Giants and Jets. For the
Giants, many expected a rebound
from last year’s atrocities, but the
Giants struggled to keep their composure following a shutout loss in

week six to the Philadelphia Eagles.
They then lost seven in a row to
then win three more and lose their
last game in week 17.
The Giants finished with a mediocre 6-10-0 record, giving them
the ninth overall pick in the 2015
draft. The Giants struggled all year
to establish a solid running game,
as feature back Rashad Jennings
struggled with injuries all season, leaving much of the carries
to rookie Andre Williams. Paired
with a pitiful offensive line that was
plagued by injuries and miscues,
the offense struggled to adapt to
Ben McAdoo’s new system.
By the end of the season, when
the Giants finally seemed to figure
out how to run their playbook, the
result had more shades of Kevin
Gilbride than it did of McAdoo, in
that many of the successful plays
were remnants of the former system. Defensively, the Giants suffered greatly at the hands of the
injury bug, losing many of their
starters in their secondary, which
was supposedly restored in the offseason. However, rookies like Devon Kennard and Damontre Moore
showed promise in the trenches,
leaving many excited for what is
to come. Looking forward, many
expect the Giants to pick an offensive lineman to plug up the holes in
their depleted line.
As for the Jets, the circus affairs
of Rex Ryan ran for its final showing, as the season concluded with
the long anticipated—and long
awaited—firing of the notorious
coach. Likewise, after his first year
as general manager, John Idzik was
fired as well, for failing to gather the
talent and chemistry necessary to
run a successful NFL team.
Despite the doom and gloom,
when the team played well they
showed flashes of excellence. Chris
Ivory was among the top 20 in the

league, boasting 821 yards on 198
carries for an average of 4.1 yardsper-carry. For a back who split
carries with Chris Johnson on a
team with a porous offensive line,
these numbers are promising for
years to come.
Likewise, offseason addition
Eric Decker played well and rookie
tight end Jace Amaro showed fitful
signs of life in the otherwise motionless Jets offense. Defensively,
the only noteworthy things to remember are the career years of the
defensive line in sacks and tackles.
Everything else was decimated, humiliated and carved up by the opposition all season long.
For next season, the hiring of
Todd Bowles from Miami is a welcomed change to the organization,
though his style of play is not so
dissimilar from Rex’s. Where they
truly differ is in presentation and
personality: we remember Rex for
his braggadocio and unbridled bravado, but Bowles is known for his
patience and humility. Many expect the Jets to draft a quarterback
to solve the Geno Smith dilemma,
pointing to Jameis Winston as the
solution. There have also been
rumblings that the Eagles would
trade injured quarterback Nick
Foles for a chance to select Marcus Mariota, the Heisman-winning
quarterback out of Oregon, in the
draft. April will be a trying time for
Jets fans as the course ahead will be
plotted from there.
Around the league, surprises
abounded throughout the season.
Hardly anyone predicted the Cowboys to reach the playoffs and for
the Eagles to miss it, just like few
expected the Panthers to advance
with a 7-8 record. The Arizona Cardinals, a preseason favorite, boasted one of the best defenses in the
league but suffered not one but two
injuries to their starting quarter-
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Odell Beckham Jr.’s one-handed catch was undoubtedly the play of the year.
backs and simply could not compete in the first round of the playoffs. Much to many Brown’s fans
chagrin, the Johnny Football era
did not begin, as his only start for
the season was mired by a shutout.
Odell Beckham Jr. of the Giants
stunned the masses with electrifying, nearly superhuman catches
despite missing the first four games
of the season, and quickly rose to
superstar status following his phenomenal one handed catch over
Cowboys’ defensive back Brandon
Carr. Unsurprisingly, however, the
Cowboys running back Demarco
Murray earned the rushing title
while Pittsburgh’s Antonio Brown
dominated the league’s receivers.
Drew Brees, the perennial golden
boy, vaulted himself to the top of
the league’s passers, while the Panthers’ Luke Kuechly was the year’s
top defender.
The Super Bowl boasts an exhilarating matchup between last
year’s champion Seahawks and the
always-dangerous Patriots. Putting
aside the controversy of “deflategate,” the two are set to lock horns
and in a violent way in Glendale,
Arizona. The Seahawks’ strengths

are their hearty defense, their resilient quarterback in Russell Wilson
and the unstoppable halfback in
Marshawn Lynch.
Though their receiving corps
does not have the star power it
once did, their serviceable set of
wideouts paired with Wilson’s
downfield vision make for a solid
offensive attack. Quick throws over
the middle, screen passes and, of
course, the smash mouth running
game will be tough for the Patriots’
defense to handle, especially late in
the game.
With Tom Brady at the helm, the
Patriots have a lethal passing attack no matter who lines up where.
With two stellar tight ends in Rob
Gronkowski and Tim Wright, the
speedy Julian Edelman in the
slot and Brandon LaFell as the
deep threat, Brady has more than
enough weapons to handily dismantle the Legion of Boom. Expect
Brady to target Richard Sherman
,who is nursing an elbow injury.
Many anticipate the Patriots to easily win, but the reality will be much
closer than last year’s blowout. The
Patriots will win 31-28 in the waning seconds of the fourth quarter.

Controversy continues during another outrageous playoff game

PAUL JOH

The 2014 NFL divisional round
kicked off with a matchup between
the Ravens and the Patriots. The
Ravens were coming off of an impressive game against the Steelers during the wild-card round
while the Patriots were fresh off
a bye week.
Joe Flacco threw three touchdowns in the first half and finished
the game with four total touchdowns but had two interceptions as
a result of desperate plays when the
Ravens were down late in the fourth
quarter. Although the Ravens were
ahead for most of the game, the Patriots kept fighting back, and in the
end, their resilience paid off. Their
14-point comeback victory in the
playoffs was the largest in franchise
history and what is more remarkable about it is that they did it twice
in the game.
The Patriots did everything they
could, including a trick play to set
up a 51-yard pass from Julian Edelman to Danny Amendola, to beat
the Ravens and move on to their
fourth consecutive American Football Conference championship
game. Tom Brady’s third and gamewinning touchdown in the fourth
quarter to Brandon LaFell was also
his 46th postseason touchdown,
breaking Joe Montana’s previous
record of 45.
The second game of the 2014
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Aaron Rodgers (left) and Tom Brady led their teams to impressive victories during the Divisional Rounds.
NFL divisional round was between the Seahawks and the Panthers. The Panthers, the only team
without a winning record to make
it to the playoffs this year, were
coming off of their first playoff
win since 2005.
The Panthers’ defense was able
to contain Marshawn Lynch to only
59 yards, but Russell Wilson was
able to lead the rest of the offense
to beat the Panthers. In a game
between two young and mobile
quarterbacks, Russell Wilson was
able to outperform Cam Newton

with his passing game. Wilson
threw for three touchdowns and
268 yards but most importantly
had no turnovers. Newton threw
for two touchdowns and 246 yards
but had two costly interceptions,
one of which was a pick-six by Kam
Chancellor that sealed the game for
the Seahawks.
Sunday morning of the divisional round kicked off in Lambeau Field on a cold morning between the Packers and Cowboys.
It was the first time that a team
with a perfect home-game record,

the Packers, was playing against
a team with a perfect away-game
record, Cowboys. Both teams are
poor on the defensive end of the
ball and are known for their high
power offenses.
Aaron Rodgers completed over
two-thirds of his passes and threw
for three touchdowns and 316
yards. DeMarco Murray led the
league in rushing yards this season
and continued to run the ball well,
but lost a fumble that might have
shifted the momentum to the Packers early in the second half when

the Packers were down 14-10.
However, the biggest and most
controversial play of the game
came late in the fourth quarter
when Tony Romo threw a crucial
fourth-down pass in the Packers
red zone to Dez Bryant. At first, it
seemed like a good catch, but after
replay, the officials overturned the
call with the process of the catch
rule. The ruling was the deciding
factor that could have potentially
given the ball to the Cowboys at
the Packers half-yard line and have
changed the outcome of the game.
Sunday’s
divisional
round
wrapped up with a game between
the Colts and Broncos. Peyton
Manning played his former team
for the first time in the playoffs. After replacing Manning as the Colts
franchise quarterback, Andrew
Luck has shown fans that he too
can play at an elite level.
Luck led the Colts offense with
his quick and accurate passes. He
has had a problem with turning the
ball over, but the Colts defense was
able to make up for Luck’s pair of
interceptions by keeping the Broncos away from the end zone. Manning started the game strong with a
short touchdown pass to Demaryius Thomas but struggled throughout the rest of the game. The Broncos failed to score another touchdown, and Manning was not able
to connect with his receivers. After
the Broncos’ defeat, there seems
to be many rumors and stories of
whether or not this was Manning’s
last game.
In the playoffs, the only thing
that matters is winning games. As
seen in the divisional as well as the
wild-card round, there were many
talented teams this year, and regardless of what the team’s record
was in the regular season or how
well your team plays, winning is all
that matters.
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